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The students of the. institution have
railroads from cutting rates in violalittle or no opportunity of leaving the
tion of the Sherman and interstate
schools to engage in social enjoycommerce state laws, was begun in
ments, and the dances at their own
the United States circuit court of aphall will be more enjoyable to them
peals t 10 o'clock today, Judge Gross-cup- ,
1
than any entertaining feature which Headless Body Found in Ruins
of Chicago, and Judge Phillips, Favored Report of tfea r.!:.:rBj
could be installed. The young people
of Kansas City, sitting en banc.
'
learn very readily and In oi,ly a short
ing resolutions were presented:
Eight of the rases were brought beof Trading Store.
Committee.
Whereas, Opposition has arisen In time there Is promise of dances that
fore Judge Phillips on March 24. when
congress to the omnibus bill, admitting will not only be appreciated by the
a bill was presented by the government at the Instance of the Interstate
Oklahoma, New Mexico and Arizona to students, but will be pleasing to look
TENEMENT HOUSE FIRE DEATHS commerce commission, and a tempo- TELLURIDE MINERS ARE INDICTED
statehood, not because 6f any meritor upon.
rary restraining order entered without
Ions, moral or constitutional reason,
Attention, Eagles.
argument.
but merely to gratify vain and dishon
All Eagles who are Interested In the
A similar "bill was brought before
est political ambition, which is as deOttumwa, Iowa, Has a Scheme to
Judge Grosscup against the other six Round House Collapsed, Barylng Fifty
plorable In free government as it is formation of a marching club to attend
reprehensible in its promoters, and as the meeting of the grand aerie, which
roads and a like order entered.
Build Big Water Works.
Men in fo
Is disastrous to its victims; there takes place in New York city next
September, are earnestly requested to
8ocorro Contest Cases,
fore, be It
The Socorro county election contest
Resolved, That the Central Labor un meet over Zelger's Cafe, Wednesday
COAL STRIKE COMUISSION.
BI61BANKS TO LOAN MONEY
cases have finally gotten into court
Ion, representing organized labor In night, December 17.
The respondents in the case filed an
the city of Albuquerque. N. M., most
Baptist Union Notice.
answer to the contestants' notices. In
earnestly protest against such grave
This evening at 7:45 the Baptist UnSpecial to The Citizen.
Washington, Dec' 15. When SC
X Judge McMillan's court at Socorro last
injustice
The Big Powers Now Claim It Was
and
sordid
heartily
and
con
to gi
ion of the First Baptist church will X
Gallup, N. M., Dec. 16. At 6 X Thursday.
the senate met today the house X
Hon. W. B. Guilders, of
atulate the Hon. Senator M. S. Quay, hold the
election of officp. m. on the 12th Inst., at Clenega, X this city, attorney for the contestants,
resolution providing for the regu-- SC
of the state of Pennsylvania, for the ers, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
Sink
lar holiday recess from Decern- - X
Rotten
of
Little
noble stand he has taken in defense of Spencer, 228 North Walter street Ev- X Apache county, Arlx., thirty miles X was present when answer was fll.ed
ber 20 to January 6, was agreed SSL
west of here, the partly consumed X Attorney H. M. Dougherty represented
right, Justice and equality.
ery member should attend this Import- X headless body of Charles Kyle X
to
without division.
respondents.
the
X
He
moved
Resolved,
that
we
the
That
stigma
resent
the
ant meeting, also bring any friends
Republic.
placed upon us through the report of who should become acquainted in the X was found in the smouldering X contestants be required to furnish X Senator Bate, Tennessee, sub-- SC
X ruins of George Sampson's Indian X bonds for costs.
The contestants X mltted the report of the minority SC
the majority of the senate Investigat church.
X trading store. No signs were X agreed to furnish such bonds. Wed- X of the committee on territories, SC
ing committee namely: that the Amer
..V
X found of the head, and It is X nesday, of this week, was set as the X which was read. It favora the SC
mm
w
W
U W lean born and naturalized people of
W Ki M
Falsa Report.
iiLLvitj k L II 1.-- Mii I I L.
i HI K
SC
omnibus bill.
New Mexico are not as fit to become
16.
Dec.
Brussels,
There is no X thought that the man was mur- - X day for the counting of the ballots and
full fledged sovereign citizens of thN foundation for the report that an at- X dered and the store robbed and X the contestants will have the remain- K The senate then began the con- - SC
slderation of a bill to promote SC
X fired. A half breed Indian inter- - X der of the week to produce their eviX London, Dec. 15. The under X Britain and Germany's measures prevl great republic, as are the aborigines tempt was made on the life of King X preter by
SC
name
the efficiency of the military.
X
dence
of
in
case.
the
Frank
respondents
the
The
government
Leopold
and
on
Saturday
wards
of
was
while
Indian
the
he
5t foreign secretary, Lord Cran- - X ously decided upon. The officials here
X
will
Walker
sxxsksxxskxxsgsesosscsiscsc.
X
known
is
have
Inning,
have
been
to
at
beginning
their
with
rormer
nave
leaving
me
ever
the railroad station tor the
3S borne, denied In the house of com- - X do not Indicate what will be
the final lerruory.
X the store that afternoon.
.'
The X Monday, December 22.
X mons today that the British com- - X decision in the arbitration proposition striven to prove their loyalty to the palace.
In the Houssv
X Drexel Indian school Is less than X
government,
presnational
both
in
the
mander was responsible for the X but It was apparently made too late to
Washington, Dec. 16. This waa DisX two miles from the store. Samp- - X
peace
of
ervation
domestic
and
the
X sinking of the Venezuelan ships. X affect the general situation.
AMERICAN LUMBER COMPANY X son, who has five stores, was in X THAT BASKET
BALL GAME. trict of Columbia day, bnt before the
patriotic duty
repelling foreign in
X
An expression of desire for a X
Lieutenant Commander Teurk, first vaslon. The of
regular order was demanded, Mr. Caa-no- n,
X
Gallup.
Is
not
X
It
known
whether
latter's history is written
X peaceful settlement of the difflcul- - X officer of the German cruiser Gazelle,
chairman of the appropriation
X he carried Insurance or not Kyle X
In
blood
of
slain;
the
the
is
life
their
X ties has been received In London X una laneu
committee, called up the urgent deflo- -,
oi ine captured steeped in moral terpitude, murder, General
- X
X
young,
was
a
Germanunmarried
The
Umpires Are Good Fellows, But iency appropriation
Manager Bennett and George
X from the Venezuelan government. X Venezuelan
gunboat
Restaurador, rape and arson; thieves thrive in
bill reported on'
X American who has been here two X
,
whic bis now flying the German flag, midst, and highwaymen find a safe their
Saturday.
years.
X
He
worked
at
X
Manuelito
asy
L.
Made
in
Davis
They
the
A REIGN OF TERROR.
City.
Mistakes.
As soon as the Restaurador has com
X in the water service and also sev- - X
lum within their borders.
pleted her equipment at Port of Spain
FINDING INDICTMENTS.
X eral months for S. E. Aldrlch.
X
Resolver, further, That because of
British and German Marine Wrecking she will be used in the operations
capital
of
likely
influx
the
to
result
Everything at Porto Cabello.
LIVELY WINTER SPORT.
WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT HILLS.
against Venezuela.
Against Miners for Conspiracy at TeW
from statehood, and the likely result
"
Caracas, Dec. 15. Inaction reigns in
luride, Colo.; Mines.
BURNED
TO
DEATH.
In
ant
for
labor
Increased
demand
this
government crlcles here. The officials
IT WAS NECESSARY
Tellurlde,
Colo., Dec, 15. The grand
we ask organized labor
territory,'
I. B. Bennett, of Detroit,' general
The basket ball game between the Jury that has been investigatJ.ng.Um
io not know what to do and are deIn a New York Tenement
Fatalities
country
throughout
resoadopt
to
the
manager of the American Lumber comMinors and the University boys Is be-- murder of Arthur. I, Collins, general,
fending entirely upon the United To Sink Two Worn-ou- t
Vessels Belong
House Firs.
lutions favoring this object devoutly pany, and George. U Davis, who !e
ID& widely discussed.
It is acknowl manager of the Smuggler-Unio- n
ing to Navy of Venezuela.
States to assist them. A movement Is
Ming
New ork, Dec. 15. Three lives edged that the ' game was rough and
with U14 powerful corporation,
London, Dec 15. The under secre sought to be consummated by the
fin foot here headed by prominent docing company and other crimes In thin
men
aid
wer
also
Wa
here.
solicit
a
in
the
lost
tenement
house
fire
in
furious ant) fouls were too numerous
were introduced at The Citizen office
tors and lawyers to request President tary said his majesty's government
twenty-twtat
and assistance of congressmen who this morning by John A. Lee, one of the First avenue, near One Hundred and for a good game. ,The players of both vicinity today returned
twenty-tw- o
"stro to resign and to ask Vice Presl-clou- t had been informed that the German have
against
dictments
persona.. '
Twenty-sixtever
friendly
shown
themselves
street,
today.
The
dead;
teams
beyond
are
company.
directors
of
doubt
excellent
Mr.
bas
necessary
the
Bennett
Ramon Ayala to assume the presi- commodore found it
to sink to organized labor, as well as
those said to The Citizen that after investi- Mrs. Mary Bond, 32 years olij'Ray- - ket ball players, but having devoted Names of those indicted have not yet
dency and form a cabinet without par- the two ships, but Great Britain was who
been made public, but majority are
to
so
do
now.
desire
Resides
and
mond Bond, aged 7 years; Rose Bond, most of tbelr attention to foot ball it
ty tendencies.
It is also proposed to not responsible for this. Mr. Schwann above all we appeal to the honorable gating and considering the feasibility aged
believed tQ be members of the Miners
6
years.
Edward' Bond was se Is most natural that the foot ball spirit union, who are charged with conspire
of locating
mills in Albuquerque,
tummon congress to appoint a tempor-f.r- y advanced liberal, then moved an ad congressmen of both parties
to pre the executivethecommittee have 'decided verely burned about the bands and would prevail.
president and arrange' the ques- Journment of the house to discuss Ven serve
cy in connection with the riot of July,
party pledges
immaculate
The umpires of this famous game 1601.. when
tions in dispute In a manner satisfac- ezuelan matters,
that there are many advantages, con- face while trying to have his family,
ihe motion will be made in the nationaltheplatforms.
men wer Srtv-e- n
Helen
years
and
2
Bond,
old, was also I'Tiaay night are not to be censured
tory to all concerned.
discussed at 7 o'clock this afternoon.
with locating the mills on the
from
Smuggler
The. resolutions were unanimously nected
the
mine. Bo tar
severely burned. The loss on the build- too severely for their decisions, as the
General Hernandex Elmocho, who
as known no indictment for Collins
adopted and the secretary ordered to tract, which would be a loss were the ing and contents was $8,000. The
STOP
game
WRANGLING.
nature of the
las just been released from prison at
would not permit murder has been found.
furnish copies to Delegate Rodey, the mills here. Mr. Bennett and Mr. Davis Bonds lived on the top floor of the the
.
properappllcatlon
Maracaibo. is expected at Caracas
Will Lay on Arms, Pending Proposal two daily papers and the agent of the have investigated thoroughly various tenement, which was five stories high. governing the game. of the rules
His partisans are very active
There
was
sites
and
conditions in this city, and
Injunction Sustained.
Associated Press In Albuquerque.
Tor Arbitration.
and further trouble is apprehended.
nave decided that the facilities for sys There were sixteen families in the one decision which can be criticized
In the district court today a decla-The
action
of
London,
un
Labor
Central
the
Dec.
15. The Associated
house,
except
got
as
but all
unfair. StrumqulBt. of the Minors, ion was handed down
The Venezuelan government an
the Bonrs
sustaining
is especially commendable, they tematic milling business are greater at out safely.
nounces that Great Britain has opened Press has reason to believe that orders ion
threw a goal from field, just as the temporary injunction restraining the
camp, than In this city, although In
the
being
entirely
repre.will
have
and
the
been
to
sent
the British
the navigation of the Orinoco river.
was
whistle
blown,
calling
a foul on Miners' union from boycotting the ressenting the bone and sinew of the city, the matter of supplies everything
ARE
Two warships will patrol the mouth commander in Venezuelan waters to
the University. The umpires would taurant of James Olaso. This,
STOCKHOLDERS.
membership Is very strong for more favorable in the city. It would
Is
of the river and the river itself. This take no further aggressive action at aTheir
not permit it to be counted. Strum understood, makes the injunction Itpernew organization and should have be easier to keep good men, which are Ottumwa, Iowa, Will Make
present,
pending
a
uecislon
belne
ar
measuer applies only to foreign ships.
Its
Citizens
Qtilst
was
given
absolutely
on
necessary
ball
foul
the
the
in
this business,
manent. Qlazo was boycotted because
some weight, when it is considered
Owners of Big Water Works.
Vessels flying the Venezuelan flag are rived at proposal for arbitration. This
called and threw a basket on a free he continued to patronise the Telia-rid- e
came in the form of a proposal through that they will soon be a member of in the city than in a small place. But
Ottumwa,
Iowa,
15.
taxDec.
Every
excluded.
Journal, a paper which bas long
the American Federation of Labor, to the most important matter under con payer in Ottumwa Is to be made a throw. The basket thrown from the
field should have been countel, accord been under the ban of
The government reoorta that the the United States government to sub whom their have
slderation is that of freight rates. Al
the union. The
applica
mailed
their
mit
the
claims
of
British
German
and
stockholder In the water works com- ing to the rule as follows:
German cruiser ranther is going to
decision is considered the hardest
subjects to arbitration, which Lord tion for a charter. The headquarters though the Santa Fe offer very reason pany if plans now on foot in this city
Alaracalbo to destroy the forts there
"The
referee
shall decide that a blow received by union labor since the
of the American
of Labor able rates, there would be the extra are carried out. It is said to be the goal
Minister Uowen, at the request of Lansdowne announced later in the day i? at Washington, Federation
thrown before the whUtle can be camp opened up.
expense of shipping ail the logs to this
copies
and
of
the
in
the
house
of
lords,
is
"now
in
under
time
history
second
the
of
the Unittne Dutch minister, Dr. Van Leyden,
resolutions mailed to Samuel Gom-lers- , city and then the lumber back west ed States that the scheme has ever blown for a foul made by the team
v.
wno is sick at curacoa, has taken consideration by the British govern
throwing It shall not count, but if
again.
ROUND HOUSE COLLAPSED.
president,
undoubtedly
will
the
ment."
Lord
Lansdowne added:
suggested.
been
Ottumwa
beyond
is
charge of Dutch Interests here.
player
throwing
while
for a goal Is
It Is a decided fact that Albuquerque
"We are greatly indebted to the ennd find their way into the hands of all
her debt limitation and the city desires fouled by an opponent and succeeds
The leading merchants of La Guayra
Fifty Men Buried In the Ruins, But
offices of the United States minister at senators who are friendly to organ- will not get the mills when everything to build a plant that will give adequate
In scoring, both shall be counted."
arrived here last night, abandoning
is so favorable at the camp. But this
Nobody Killed.
may
lred
labor.
Some
of
these
latter
Caracas.
fire
protection.
A
test case was made
that port, owing to the fear it would
That the players are all gentleman
Philadelphia, Dec. 15. The round
now be opposed to statehood and the city will be used as the source of sup in the supreme court
as to whether or
be shelled today.
fellows and capable of playing good
Statement Incorrect.
fact that the American Federation of plies, and wholesale and distributing
a levy for water works plant could basket ball Is not questioned, but the bouse of the Pennsylvania road at the
At 6 o'clock yesterday
afternoon
Rome, Dec. 15. The statement nnh. Labor will lend a helping band may point. Mr. Bennett will also establish not
Pcwellton avenue station. West Phila
four loud explosions alarmed the city lished in the United States today
a branch office here and bring his be Included In the constitutional debt rough treatment of their opponents delphia, collapsed this afternoon, burycause them to modify their views.
that
limitation,
plen
being
the
made that it does not display a feeling of love.
of Porto Cabello. On investigation It signor ue Kiva, minister of Italy
ing fifty men In the ruins. A number
The second and fourth Monday even family to this city. The affairs of the
at
Assurance has been made by both of Injured have been taken out and
wis found that British marine hnH Caracas had gone on board the Italian ings of each month were adopted as company have been placed In the was an urgent public necessity. The
courts held tnat such a levy was not teams that in a short time a game will
blown up the subterranean prison cells cruiser Giovanni Baussao
removed to hospitals.
Nobody waa
at La Guavra the dates of meeting, and the place of bands of an executive committee con A part of the state debt. Thus the city
bo played which will win the admlra killed. Thirty locomotives were damof castle Lihortador with dynamite. was incorrect.
holding such meetings to be the Car sisting of five gentlemen, who will round Itself checkmated,
debut now
They also burned all the wooden
tion of every true lover of the sport. aged by the falling roof. Firemen suo- penters' union ball on Gold avenue and probably be In Albuquerque about Jan termines to organize the whole
municlbuildings surrounding the castle and
Original Proposals.
Basket ball, from the present Indicauary 5. The construction of the mills
Third street.
pailty of 30,000 people into a gigantic tions, promises to become the most ceeded In subduing the flames before
London. Deo IK Itv wi.
i.,....,j
carried away everything that could be
they made great headway.
UCU
" t, ICAI
After disposing of communications, on the tract will be commenced at corporation, making every taxpayer
a popular game In Albuquerque, and
destroyed. After the bombardment of this evening that proposal now before etc., the meeting adjourned.
once. It will require about ten months
stockholder.
with the excellent material at hand,
the forts at Porto Cabello and landing the British government are original
Will Prevent Money Crisis.
to complete the mills and begin opera
enthusiasm can be produced In the
of the marines on the island vhuro proposals
forwarded
hv
Miniiioi
New York, Dec. 15. A number of
The Stratton Case.
tions.
STRIKE COMMISSION.
public which will support and main banks of this city and J P. Morgan ft
tho castle is situated, the forces of the Bowen, but now receive a strong sup
There will be considerable disap
Colorado Springs, Dec. 15. The
powers acted Just as if they were at port irom ttie United States eovern hearing
the reputation of the players.
tain
Co. have formed a pool of $50,000,000
pointment
In the city when it Is Commissioners Realize Their Hardest
of certiorari In the Stratton
The recent victory of the High to lend In tho money market In event
home, arousing
great Indignation ment.
case was resumed today. I. Harry learned the mills will not be one of the
Is
Work
to
Yet
Come.
among the Venezuelans. When everyschool girls gives them more confid of acftal emergency.
Stratton objecting to two executors new additions to Albuquerque.
Guna Directed Against Fort.
Scranton. Pa., Dec. 15. It was an ence of an excellent showing when
thing had been destroyed, the marines
Mr.
Bennett
Mr.
will
prob
and
Davis
named
In
his father's will acting as
Washington.
nounced by the coal strike commission they meet the Mesilla Park team durDec.
15
Miniato- MISS HEIMBECK.
The rase was one of ably leave for the timber tract this at the opening of its hearing today ing
The Venezuelan warship Miranda es- Howen has confirmed the press reports administrators.
the holidays.
evening.
fine
legal
tract
After
the
has
been
distinctions.
fight
The
real
adjourns
when
it
for the Christmas
caped the vigilance of the German io tne effect that guns of the allied over
She Leaves for Iowa Tonight Will be
will, will come up December carefully investigated they will return holidays, probably on Saturday, it will
cruisers which were searching for her fleet which bombarded Puerto Cabello 29. the
Married in February.
to
city,
they
the
will
PRISONER
FOR
where
remain
Do
PEN.
THE
Saturday were directed nt!r..l,
to meet in Philadelphia on the first
ih.
Miss (Catherine Heimbeck, the pop
anl arrived at Mararaibo yesterday.
until after the first of the year.
.Monuay in January. This decision.
fortifications and not at the town. Re
soprano, who has la her residence,
DANCE AT INDIAN SCHOOL
however, can be changed, by develop Two South County Sheriffs Here Yes- ular
grettable as it was, this statement reWORTHLESS CUTTERS.
in this city won many warm friends.
in
terday
Morning.
Child
Labor
Colorado.
ments
lieves the affair of the first SIlRiilflnn
tills week.
An Interesting
Denver, Dec. 1", -- County Judge
Dance Entertainment
Sheriff W. M. Robins, of Sierra Kill leave tonight for her home in Bur-Before proceeding to the hearing of
The Venezuelan Vessels Sunk Off La that it constituted a violation of interLIndsey
today
hamled
down bis de witness, Chairman Gray Informed the county, and Sheriff Ciprlano Baea, of itiKton. Iowa. Miss Heimbeck will
Among the Indian Children.
national law. In fact that twenty-fou- r
Guayra Old and Worthless.
cision
In
cotton
case. He attorneys that the commission had Luna county, arrived in the city ester-da- meet all ber brothers and sisters, who
mills
the
hours
was
young
The
served of the bombardment.
i.eoiile of the Indian
Berlin, Dec. 15. In official quailers
found
the
utility
employ- - prepared a certain formula which In
defendants
of
morning with the following six are accomplished musicians, or stud
school gave a pleasing private dance ng
It I said that the Venezuelan vessels
r
umU
children
the
of
prisoners
ae
and
II
for Santa Fe: Jose Molina, ents in musical institutions, at a fast.
dicates tho further information he de
CENTRAL LABOR UNION.
at their assembly hall, Saturday night.
ily reunion, which will be held at the
sunk off La Guayra were old and
fined
L.
John
Jerome,
president;
Dean sired. He also asked the operators to sentenced for twenty-fivyears for the
A dancing class was held previous
worthless revenue cutters and unfit to In Session
home. She will remain in Burlington
f tho
Sutcliffe,
foreman.
Overland
expedite
murder
of
Jose
Trujillo;
presentation
the
of
Roman,
Yesterday
Juan
the
state
to
the dance. Mrs. Rosa Berry furand Adopted
go to sea and that the other ships capuntil February. Miss Heimbeck Is to
Cotton
J".".
mills,
This
is
each
the
and
ments
containing
Jose
wages
Dolores,
years
the
burpaid
three
the
for
btatehood Resolutions.
nished music for the occasion, while imit
be wedded to Lowell Terry Laid ley, of
tured have been sent to a certain West
of
law.
the
glary;
Harry
miners and the hours worked. He said
The regular
Quick, Kd Morris and J.
mwiin. Billy Berry proved to be an excellent
India port to be refitted for use during of
the hardest work for the commission H. Green, three years for breaking Into Las egas, some time during the
Central Labor union was called instructor in the art of dancing. There
the blockade. The destruction of the io the
Motion Overruled.
Is yet to come and the commissioners a Southern Pacific car at Deniing. Jose month of February.
oraer yesterday afternoon in
were nearly 13'i children on the floor.
Mr. Laidley Is an energetic and hust
Venezuelan craft, it is added, was necSt.
Louis,
Judge
would like to begin their study of fig- Molina, who was sent up for twenty- l.V
Ryan
Dec.
to
union
hall at 2:30 o'clock by many of whom could dance and others
young man, whose efforts in busiling
essary in order to prevent them from Vice
day
ures
years,
five
as
soon
motion
possible.
as
for a new
played the Insane dodge for
overruled the
Moore.
eager to learn. Their enjoyment was
There waa
falling Into the hands of Venezuelans, full President
ness
have been successful.
delegation present, three from plainly manifested by the happy facial trial filed by attorneys for Robert M.
about a year, and was so successful
as the German vessels had to leave La
Miss Heimbeck's many friends In
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promoter,
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each
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the
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scut
Las
membership
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In
expressions,
j Guayra.
ihis is the first time
Venezuela's
proposition assembly, representing some 30i the
finally the racket gave out, and he was this city regret that she is leaving the
nr. tnls year the young people of the In New York and Kansas City, convicted
through Minister Bowen to submit the ganized
ity, but wish her success and happi
Temporary
Injunction
of
bribery
Restraining
to
years
five
convicted and sentenced.
and sentenced
workmen of the city.
dian school have received instructions
question in dispute to arbitration, baa
Railroads from Violating
The prisoners spent the morning at ness.
After hearing and adoDtine the r- - in dancing, and it promises to be a suc- in the peitentlary. '1 lie case will now
jf0 been received here. The foreign port of the committee on constitution cessful social feature, if carried out, be carried to the state supreme court.
the Law.
the county Jail, 'iiaey also remained
New York Metal.
will not delay Great by laws and rules
Chicago, Dec. 15 Argument for tem for dinner, which was a fine repast for
of order, the follow with dances once a week as Intended.
New York, Dec. 15. Lead Quiet r
Subscribe for The Citizen.
porary injunction restraining fourteen the hungry travelers.
IL12V4. Copper Quiet: 111.65.
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HIE ALBUQUERQUE DAlt,
eOUR HOLIDAY LINE!
OILET SETS, BRUSHES. MIRRORS.
PURSES, BAGS, PERFUMES, ATOMIZERS

are offered at prices thatareSure to sell them. Call and
examine before buying
A

CO.
B H. BR1GGS &
upposne

Proorletors of Alvarado Pharmacy

Aivaraao

now

the Industry In Kentucky and most of
the other leading producing sections
would continue to thrive and prosper,
as these parts would not be brought
Into periods competition, owing to the
difference In grades grown. Tne seed-lea- f
planters of the north would not
suffer, but the foreign leaf would be
displaced by that of Texas. Of course,
all of the vast state of Texas Is not
adapted to tobacco culture. Experts
say that that part of the commonwealth known as the rice belt is the
only part fitted for tho cultivation of
the high grade tobacco.

and each and every one of them should
bo decided according to ita own lndi- virtual merits. It may have boon conHUGHES k. McCREIGHT, Publishers sidered the best thing to combine ani
....Krlltor1 come in on an omnibus bill, but such a
Thoft. Hue;hee ....
W. T. McCretsht. .Mgr. mnd City Editor, bill is Irrational and not the best manner of considering such questions.
Published Dally and Weekly.
The republicans hare a majority In
Loth houses of congress and that party
will have to shoulder and carry the
responsibility for what lias or is not
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torial condition, why that should be envelopes
Congress.
accuracy and rapidity, as well
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done without any regard to their possi insuring
ble party politics. Other conditions as economizing labor. Now will some
body Invent a machine which will at
party politics ought to govern.
If it comes to a question of coaling than
tach the congressman's frank to fur
at eea Just at present It Is not only go- niture, stoves, soiled linen and such
TEXAS AS TOBACCO STATE.
other articles as he may want to send
ins to be diffiicult but mighty
The management of the Southern from place to place?
Pacific Railroad company purposes to
The coal operators have at least pro-- 1 establish Texas as one of the nation's
TEA IN HOT WATER.
regions
from effeminacy foremost tobacco-producin. tected their miners
causing Secretary Shaw al
Tea
is
resulting from indulgence in too much For a long time the road's industrial most as much
trouble now as it did
agents have been experimenting with
luxury.
forefathers at Boston in 1773, says
the soil of certain sections of the Lone theWashington
It is Just as well that Castro's navy Star Btate, and they are convinced It a His office is dispatch.
being besieged by tea
la at the bottom of the sea. It would is well adapted to the culture of high Importers from
over the United
have proven a useless expense in case grade tobaccos, including many kinds States, demandingall to know
what he
that now are Imported. It Is planned means.
of war.
growers
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to interest tobacco
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war revenue repeal
to cut the cable, eat a hasty breakfast I and other parts In the possibilities of act, tea would the
not be dutiable at the
Car-go
Texas,
things
smashing
in
to
the
and
of 10 cents a pound after January
It Is the purpose of the road to af ruteand
ibhean sea.
authorizing the Importers to
ford a systematic course of education take
their supplies out of the bonded
The amount Involved In the Vene to tobacco growers of the country, warehouse
without the payment of
zuelan dispute is so small that Mr. with special endeavor to picture the duty at that time.
Carnegie could well afford to pay It qualification of Texas for filling a
The importers shipped car loads of
"long-fel- t
and stop the war.
want" the want of a terrl tea to various distributing points
tory that can give to America what throughout
the country, securely seal
English cities can now reciprocate now can be had only from foreigners, ed, with
understanding that It was
the
country
say
has taken in
tobacco men
the interest this
that If not to be removed from the cars until
Ireland, by holding meetings to con the plans of the Southern Pacific are after January 1.
demn the cruelties of Pennsylvania realized the tobacco trade will be revo
Secretary Shaw then discovered that
landlords.
lutlouized, with almost Inestimable all tea in warehouses, if brought In be
benefits to the country at large. It Is foro January 1, must have duty paid
The San Marclal Bee Bays: It Is believed that Texas can be made to on It. Then he rescinded his order and
written In the trend of the life cur equal, if not surpass, Cuba and Suma now
declares the Importers must pay
rents of mankind and the conditions In tra as a producer of high class cigar 10 cents
a pound on 70,000,000 pounds
Beverldge
Mexico
goods.
New
If Texas can place itself on a in Btorage.
that Senator
la not dealing in facts, and he knows level with these two countries, the
This the importers refuse to do
not that one fact is better than 100 trade says, the tobacco men of the They
say before they will do this they
analogies.
country will save vast amounts an will send their tea to Mexico or Can
Dually money that now Is spent for ada,
and then reshlp into the United
Yet, it is held, grow States, when it will be admitted duty
Most of the republican leaders of transportation.
the senate have signified not only their ers would be able to market their free.
legis'willingness to further anti-trus- t
products at very good profits, after
This will necessitate the expendit
lation in accordance with the presl' making allowances for transportation ure of hundreds of thousands of dol
dent's recommendations, but predict charges. Even should Texas fulfill all lars by dealers throughout the United
that Buch a law will be euacted.
that is expected of it. tobacco men sav States.
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Mrs. Ulysses S. Grant died at her
In Washington, D. C, at
11: IS o'clock last night of heart fail
ure. Mrs. Grant has suffered for years
of valvular disease of the heart, aggra
vated by a severe attack of bronchitis.
Age prevented her rallying from the
attack. Her daughter, Mrs. Nellie
Grant Sartorls, was the only one of her
children with her till death.

residence

CREATING NEW 8TATES.

There is always more or less partis
an politics in the creation of new
states, says the Knoxville, Tenn., Trib
une.

It began long ago, when the slavery
questions entered Into pretty much
everything that came before the na
tional congress. When a free state
was admitted a slave state had to
come alone with it. thus for quite a
long term of years states came in in
pairs, one a slave and one a free state.
The teritories of Oklahoma, New
Mexico and Arizona are now knocking
at the door for admission into the un
ion as stateB, and again, many in and
out of congress, are paying more at
tention to the politics of the territories than to other questions that are
supposed to fit them for statehood,
Representatives and senators are considering whether admitting this or

that one

will elect republican or dem-

ocratic senators, and republicans or
democratic representatives In the elec
toral college.
We. as a nation, ought to have
crown out of and beyond this now;

that which should be considered is,
are the conditions such as to Justify
the admission of this or that territory,

one or all, to the family of states, with
the rights and privileges pertaining
to statehood. If the conditions are
ripe, then they should be admitted,

,wim ,n hacklea-MrU- l
It isn't a Question
of his winning a race, but a question of
oeing aoie ouiy to keep anoat. l he man
who is suffering from malnutrition is like
the fettered swimmer. His stomach and
its allied organs of
digestion and nutrition are diseased.
It is not a question
with him of winning
in the race for business but of simply
accping up unuer
any circumstances.
Whenever disease
affects the stomach
it is affecting also
the blood and the
health of every organ of the body.
for blood is only
food converted into
nutrition and nutrition is the life of
the body and every
organ of it.
Doctor Pierce's
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TO CURE A COLD

TakeLaxatlve Bromo-QulnlnThis signa- - mmi 0
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
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Golden

Medical
Discovery cures diseases of the stomach
and other organs of digestion and nutrition. It purines the blood and enables
the perfect nutrition of the body which

Homestead Ktitry No. 4808.
Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior, Land Of
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. Gth

u
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wm. Mcintosh
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Solomon luna

a. m.

blackwell

DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

H,

&

ceo. arnot.
w. a.

maxwell

SANTA FE RAILWAY

Toyland is in Its Glory
OUR DISPLAYS ARE NOW ALL
DO NOT PUT OFF
COMPLETE.
MAKING YOUR SELECTIONS TOO
LONG, OR YOU WILL BE
WE WILL LAY GOODS
AWAY FOR YOU AND DELIVER
CALL
WHEN YOU WANT THEM.
AMD GEE HOW FAR WE CAN MAKE
DISAP-POINTE-

J. M. flOORE

AT

YOUR MONEY GO.

(ESTABLISHED 1888.)

....THE RACKET....
The Money - Saving Store of Albuquerque
Carnenters' and machinists tools of
Hardware
all kinds. Albuquerque
company.
Subscribe for tho Daily Citizen.
CARDS

PROFE8IONAL

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

H. BOATRIQHT

D

MINING ENGINEER.

B. A.

SLEYSTER.

INSURANCE,
FIRE INSURANCE,
F.F.AL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
KOOM3 1214. CROMWELL BLOCK,
ADtnroAtio Telephone 1S.
ACCIDENT

TRIMBLE & CO.

V. V. Clark.
L.
Mlnlnir nnd motnlliirflrlml engineer. 108
street, between Railroad and
West Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
Second
Rnwtnltla RpnnliR. mirvevs and mBDR:
Copper c venue
plftns and reduction works; mines and
mining investments; second hand mining
machinery; custom assaying ana aimiymn. Horses and Mules bought and exchang

W.

ed.

DENTISTS.

Livery. Sale. Feed and
raasfer tables

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
IN8URE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATES. HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

Edmund J. Alger, U. U. S.
TUr.NOUTO IN THC CITY
hours, 8:30 BEST
Railroad avenue. Office
a. mil to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 5 p. m.
Telephone 462. Appointments made by
Address W. L. TU155ELE it CO,
mall.
N. M.
Alhti"iu ro
LAWYERS.
300

MANAGER OF

j.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

1902

1882

Bernard S. Kodey
Albuquerque, N.
M tvY,mn
niton Inn crlven tn all business
Will prac
profession.
pertaining; to the
brand
tice in an couru ui me icrmoiy nu w Sole Agents for Casino and Ora
olllce.
land
fore the United States
Canned Goods. Dealers In

Pratt &

. G.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Ira

P street N. W.,
214 South Second Street.
Washington, u. u. pensions, lanus, pat
ents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, Hilsboro Creamery Butter Best on
trade marks, claims.
Earth.
Free Delivery
Orders Solicited.
William D. Lee
42

Office, room 7, N.
ArmlJo buildlna-- . will practice in an
territory.
the courts ol the
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

R. W. D. Bryan
Albuquerque, N
ATTORNEY-AT-LAM. Office, First National Bank building;.

Frank W. Clancy
E. W. Dobson

Office,
N. M.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

block, Albuquerque,

John H. Stingle

Cromwell block

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Albuquerque, N. M.

The Metropolitan
Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.

Has changed hat .is and is now one
resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served at the bar. Lager
Cromwell been o.: draugnt. litiouage solicited,
1LKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

rooms z and 3. N
DUUUing, Aiuuquerque, pi. m.

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

ArmlJO

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Tela phono 222.

Co

Staple and Fancy Groceries

M. Bond

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

of the nicest

Old 'Phone

New 'Phon

59.

PHYSICIANS.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,
Whiting Block.
17,
Room
Arthur Macomber, M. D.
Night Calls.
Whiting Building.

152

Bmm

Foundry and Machine Works
R. P.

HALL, Proprietor

Ircu and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade Bars, Babbitt Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

0000C0
...Bachechi & Giomi...
WHOLESALE DEALERS

J. W. Edwards

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

Dr. E. N. Wilcon
I Also Sell Monument 8
Qrant
Phv.li.lan ami Snrirpnn. rooms
Office hours 1 to 3
bulldinK. Albuquerque.
Office
and parlor- - 1 1 1 N. Second
p. m. Colorado 'phone 129.
Dr. I. Saylin
10-1- 8

Office and Retldenre, 410 South Edith street
Hours to to i a m.. tiuo p m. iuu iwoji

Colorado puooe abo,

MELINI & LAKIN

WE CARRY THE LARGEST STOCK OF WINES, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. ORDERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION. GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

THE ARCADE
Street.
311 Soutii First
FRANK VAJO, Proprietor.

KINDERGARTEN.

The best of liquors served to pit
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice larae rooms, everything bras
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

BACHECHI

The ICEBERG

Mausard's Mills,

107 and 109 8.

First Street,

&

GIOMI
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

4t4i4tm4

Mills
BelenANDRoller
ELEVATOR
"'

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

I

f

The Largest and Bes
Mill in New Mexico
FLOUR AND
LOTS

Albuaueroue.

Br.N
A

.

qp'jmiflz 'ton

IN CARLOAD

SPECIALTY.

jj

fit

'

-- r.

J

5""

New Mexico

-

.

"Mill

I

;'

1902.

JOHNSON

Notice is hereby given that the fol
lowing named settler has filed notice
Por six lend ymm I suffered with indiges-tioand my liver ami kului-yawhich tiafHrd the of his Intention to make final proof In
beal doctors in our couutrv." trriifa E. U. Hansupport of his claim, and that said
sen, Hq.. of Woolary. Frihee William Co., Vs.
F 'MPS,
proof will be made before the proauHerrd with my atomach sail Ikk k for s long
time, sod after taking a ' cartload ' of medicine
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
bate clerk of Bernalillo county, at Al
from three ductoia I grew ao bad I could hardly
do a day'a work. Would have death like pains
METAL FENCING, HITCH
buquerque, N. M., on January 13th
in the aide, and bliud apell. I began takiug
AND TREE CUARDS.
RINGS
viz:
II.
Frank
l!tt3.
Jones
for
th
Guide u Midical liiaruvery aud
In.
Before I had taken half of SB
'Fleaaant fellcia.M, sec. 21, NH NIC V. N
SE
I
the aecoud bottle txgno to feel relieved. I gut
. NW
. sec. 28, T. 10 N., R. S E,
six more bottlea an I used them, and am haupy
to say 1 owe my life to Dr. fierce.
He names the following witnesses to LEAD AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST
Accept no sulistitute for "Golden Medprove his continuous residence upon
AND SECOND STREETS.
ical Discovery."
There is nothing "just
Automatic Telephone 608.
as good" for diseases of the stomach, and cultivation of said land, viz:
George Oxendine, of Albuquerqu
blood and lungs.
A.
The Common Sense Medical Adviser. N. M.; Bradner Jones, of Albuquerque,
Ioo8 large paces, in paper covers, is sent N. M.; Jesus Candelarla, of AlbuquerFIRE INSURANCE
stamps to que, N. M; Carl Mainz, of Albuquer
fret on receipt of 21 one-cepay expense of mailing only. Address que. N. M.
Secretary Mutual Building Association
Dr. R. V. 1'ierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register,
Office at J. C. Baldrldge's Lumber Yard
means perfect health.

OF

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO. President
W. 8. STRICKLER, V. P., snd Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Atst Cashier

JEMEZ & SULPHorl HOT SPRINGS WHOLESALE LIQUORS A CIGARS
8TAGE LINE.
Carries the U. .8. mail; only line with
212 W. Railroad Avenue.
We handle everything in our line
a change of stock en route; good rigs
Agents
Distillers
horses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerThe finest line of Liquors and Cigars
que every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat Special distributors Taylor & Williams All patrons and friends cordially Inviturday at 5 a. m. For particulars ad
ed to visit "The Iceberg." Lunch is
Louisville, Kentucky.
served every day.
Co.. agents, Al
dress W. L. Trimble
buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprie
STEVE BALLING,
Albuquerque, N. M
St.,
First
1118.
Proprietor,
tor, Jemei.
Maik McCoy, piano pollster, all
kinds of furniture reflnished. Highly
polished table tops a specialty. Prices
reasonable; all work guaranteed. Es
timates furnished free. Work called
for and delivered promptly; 111 South
Third street.

BANK

EXTLNDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, (100,000.00.

on every
box, 25c,

rrv-o-

2

Miss Philbrick's
vinfi.N.ari.n amA Primiirv Denartment
IN ONE DAY Commercial
Conveyances
club building.
Tablets will call tor mgnianu pupus.

a

rr. ski

WMi

"PERFUME AND SONG."
"Senator Blackburn said that the
'flowers are without perfume, the birds
without song, and the blessed Redeemer is railed Jesus Marie, down in New
Mexico,"
remarked C. J. Gavin, of
Raton, New Mexico., nt the New Wll-larsays the Washington Post. "New
Mexico may be short cn song birds
and perfume, but it has natural resources, which bring much more
money In the market, nnd the thous
ands of strangers who are visiting the
country are inventing millions in de
veloping its wealth. The territory has
300,000 acres of white pine enough to
supply the world, and the territory has
taken on airs which certainly entitle
It to Etatchood. If congress will only
encourage us by giving us a star on
the Has, enough capital will pour Into
tho state to wat?r every available acre
of ground and develop all of our min
eral wealth."

I
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WELL-MAKIN-

1

A. Morelli & Bros.

-

E. WALKER

Merchant
Tailors.
J

a

j

t

09 W. Railroad Ave.
First Class Work Guaranteed.

Cleaning and repairing neatly done

When you want to buy Flour and Bran cr want to sell
Wheat, write to
JOHN BE0KEK-- Proprietor.
,

JBELEN, N. M,

THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY DECEMBER 15

Sour
Stomach

No appetite, loss of strength,
nervousness, headache, constipation,
bad breath, general debility, sour risings, and catarrh of the stomach are
all due to Indigestion. Kodol cures
Indigestion. This new discovery represents the natural juices of digestion
as they exist In a healthy stomach,
combined with the greatest known tonio
and reconstructive properties. Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure does not only cure Indigestion and dyspepsia, but this famous
remedy cures a!! stomach troubles by
cleansing, purifying, sweetening and
strengthening the mucous membranes
lining the stomach.

shaft, falling a distance of eighty feet,
which killed him Instantly. George A.
Easton, Ms uncle who Is In charge of
the operations of this mine, was Immediately summoned and the remains
were brought In by him yesterday
afternoon.
The deceased was an exemplary
young man and for some years last
past resided at PinosAltos, near which
place his father and other relatives
now reside. They were notified at
once after the remains reached here.
and while the funeral and place of
interment have not been arranged, It
is likely that his remains will be interred, after services In the Catholic
church. In the cemetery of that church
In this city, this afternoon.
The accident Is a most deplorable
one, and the bereaved relatives and
friends have the sympathy of all the
community.
Favorite Family Remedy.
Frequently accidents occur In the
household, which cause burns, cuts,
sprains and bruises; for the use In
such cases, Ballard's Snow Liniment
has for many years been the constant
family remedy. 25c, 50c and $1.00 at
Cosmopolitan Pharmacy. B. Ruppe.

DICTATING

Carles
Mmmr

Kodol

Result

of

Irrigation

ASB4.I.

Kplr
Their OateM.

Dictating sore throat is an affection
of the vocal cordi that business men
gtt from the odd, strained, high voices
that they use In dictating to their
stenographers. "1 don't know why it
Is, a physician said the other day,
"but near'y every man when he dictates puts his natural, easy voice aside
feverish note
and uses a
that plays the very deuce with the vocal
cords as it prates over them. A man
of blp interests will dictate over 100 letters a day at times. His throat la so
sore when he ia done that he has to
take some oleaginous and soothing
medicine.
"The disease is distinctly a modern
one," said the physician, according to
the Philadelphia Record, "a sign of
these complex modern times, and it
has been called, for want of a better
name, dictat ing sore throat. The only
cure for it is to teach men to dictate
in their natural voices (a thing that
seems to be impossible) or to compel
them to cease dictating altogether."

COMING

in

lira... Revelation.

New

Members of congress ate big, red
apples this morning, the result of Irri
gation in New Mexico, says the Washington Star. A box was received and
opened in the members' cloak room
this morning from the chamber of com
merce of Roswell, N. M. Aroung each
apple was a paper bearing the following Inscription: .
"Here the desert lands blossom as
the result of irrigation from various
streams and 600 artesian wells, flowing
from 300 to 1,000 gallons per minute.
Our fruit industry is In its infancy, yet
we have shipped 200 cars of apples
from Roswell community this year.
Our apple is a perfect one, free from
insects and the defects so common to
g
Our
sections.
other
apple growers have attained perfection, as this specimen will attest. May
you enjoy this fruit, and may It prompt
you to speak a good word for the
Pecos valley of New Mexico, and for
statehood for the territory at this term
of congress."

b..

The Steve tho People Talk Abaut

EVENTS.
Do your shopping by Mail
If you
can't coma
In person.

VaaH OMolals.

far of them
properly.

20

Leon B.Stern.Propkietop
DON'T MISS A LINE)

READ THIS BARGAIN LISTI

READ IT CAREFULLYI

DRESS GOODS FOR CHRISTMAS PRESENTS These Values Speak for Themselves:
All Wool Storm Perce,
$1.00 quality of
All Wool Satin Solell,62-lncAll Wool Cheviot.
All Wool Sail Cloth,
All Wool French Surah Serge,
All Wool Vigoreaux,
All
Wool Nuns Veiling,
All Wool German Henrietta,
All Wool Granite Cloth, etc.. In black and a
good assortment of colorings no better goods can be found, even as leaders, at $1.00 a yard; Our Price
h

h

h

h

h

while they last

Fell a Deadly Attack.
111
that good physic
fans were unable to help her," writes
M. M. Austin, of Winchester, Ind., "but
was completely cured by Dr. King's
New Life Fills." They work wonders
in stomach and liver troubles. Cure
constipation, sick headache. 25c at all
druggists.

Ira Ma.a

Send In your
Mail Orders.
Wa will taka

l

"My wife was so

.Wham They Ara Opeaa4 by.

Racket!

Free-Linin- g

THERE IS SURELY NO EXCUSE ON EARTH FOR A MAN OR WOMAN TO PAY THE FREE-LININSHARK $1.00 A YARD FOR DRESS GOODS WHICH YOU CAN BUY HERE AT 69c IF YOU MUST HAVE
DRESS GOODS AND LINGINGS. GO TO THE LION 8TORE AND GET IT; ALSO THE FOLLOWING
GUARANTEE:
WE WILL GIVE YOU A DRESS PATTERN FREE, IF IT CAN BE 8HOWN THAT WE
EVER REFUSE lO GIVE YOU THE OTHER FELLOW'S CLASS OF $1.00 GOODS AT 69c.

December 16 "Brown s ia Town,"
at Colombo hall.
Concert by Choral
December 1G.
society at Library building.
December 17 "Star Boarder," at Colombo hall.
December 19 "Hello Bill," at Colombo hall.
December 26 Dance by Woman's
Relief Corps, at Colombo hall.
December 29. Basket ball at Colombo Hall.
December 30 Basket ball, at Colombo hall.
December 31 Ball given by Woodmen of the World at Colombo hall.

high-pitche-

LEFT IN DEPOSIT BOXES.'

Mexico.

Don't Get Caught by the

the most dreaded and deadly of all d)
as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
Ing of all sough cures." Cures coughs
and colds In a lay 25 cents. Your
money back If '.ssatisfled. Write for
free samplo. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rleily A Co., and
B. H. Briggs & Co

Wka

ocrapkera la

BIG RED APPLES.

The

Haladr WhtoK

Pmom

CONSUHPTION

SORE THROAT.

V.WZ

69

French Flannel

A

pieces of Finest
French Flannels regular 75c
Eoods almost every shade on
the rain'.iow rbeautiful finish
fine twilled While they
last, per yard
39
12

All-Wo-

h

h

FULL DRESS PATTERN
Consisting of 5 yards of
All-WoAll-Wo-

Fancy Warst
Patterns

Broadcloth Rlapt nr
Whipcord

?'re
COIOlS

67 Swell Waist Pattern
consisting of 2
yards of Finest
Striped Embroidered and Polka
Dot Granites In grey, reseda,
cardinal, old rose, cream and
tan every yard worth $1.25
tomorrow and while they
last, per pattern
$1.75

Armure...
' Tt often happens that deposit boxes
S3I8
Knlcker- rented In bank vaults are opened on
bocker"
FANS
Price per
Plumbing.
account of arrears in payment on the
Wnoderful values In Fans,
Volla
Gives Health to the Sick and
Wc have added a plumbing departof the renters, who cannot be
naltnrn
part
Strength to the
Corkscrew Po,B'n
either white or black sticks. In a
found. Then strange are the revela- ment and tin shop to our business.
A OA
h
beautiful variety of designs;
Poplin....
When you have anything in this line
Bottles on tor. St. 00 Size holding 2 timet
tions of a box's contents.
vHiOt
the trial size, which talis far 50c
every
a
one
value;
Silk
$2.50
Sale
Sicilian
Lustre
placto
be done see us about it before
A young woman had a box in a downPrice while they last. . 81.65
Prepared by B. 0. DeWltt
Co., Chicago.
town bank and failed to pay its sec- ing your order. Albuquerque HardAs she had disapware company.
ond year's rent.
r
Ladies' and Gents'
Ladies' and Children's
Garments
peared from her former residence the
J. H. O'ltlelly & Co. and B. H. Briggs
Bring in your tinware and have It
box was opened recently. All it conHandkerchiefs
Underwear
almost half price
at
& Co.
repaired. Albuquerque Hardware comtained was a pair of baby shoes.
10c Embroidered CorLadles'
48 Ladies'
Ladles' 75c Union Suits on
All
and
Misses'
pany
Another box" rented by a man disOFFICIAL MATTERS.
ner Handkerchiefs,
Sale
sale at
Wool Kersey and Melton Coats,
48
closed, on being opened for the usual
We make tne best door and window
Price
In black, blue or castor; satin
G
Children's 60c Union Suits on
reason, a diamond brooch worth at screens.
The territorial board of equalization
They are far superior to an?
Scalluc
Embroidered
Ladles'
aale at
lined; worth up to $10.00;
25
least $400. The bank has held the made In the east at the same price
will meet in Santa Fe on Monday, the
loped Handkerchiefs,
Sale
while they last.. 85.95
brooch for three months, in the belief Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A
12th of January, 1903. At this meet
Price
Infants' Shoes
10
that the man or his heirs will one day T. Telephone No. 43.
Ing the valuation of railroad, tele'
Ladies' $5.00 Walking Skirts,
Ladies' 35c Embroidered Silk
claim it.
Just received 165 pairs of Innavy
grey;
every
graph, telephone and express compeny
or
in black,
It costs you less per month, on monHandkerchiefs; Sale Price. 19
Often these boxes contain interest-Inglettefants' Finest Kid Shoes with
property In the territory for assess
perfect
fitting;
they
one
while
ey
Building
tho
from
Mutual
borrowed
Ladies' 25c Embroidered Linen
letters from an aged mothsoft soles, button or lace styles,
ment purposes for the year 1903 will be
last
81.88
Handkerchiefs, Sale Price. 15
er to herson.says the Philadelphia Rec- association, of Albuquerque, for the
in black, red, blue,' black and
fixed.
same time of loan, than from any othord, from a young man to his sweetMen's Hemstitched Handkerwhite, and white; sizes 0 to 5;
In
And
She
from a grateful pensioner to his er loan association. It Is a good assoWalked
heart,
chiefs, colored borders and plain
just the thing for your little
Irrigation Commission.
Officers
to
borrow
from.
ciation
benefactor.
white; on sale at 3 for.... 25
Silk Attire
tots; Sale Price, per pair.. 75
The territorial irrigation commission
H. Brockmeler, J.
and directors:
Men's full size Paponette Silk
will meet at Santa Fe next Saturday at
A grand chance to buy a beauCsriril'i Wall Carb. .
F. Pearce, F. McKee, A. E. Walker,
splendid
Handkerchiefs,
Initial
Men's Furnishings
the office of the secretary, Colonel Mokl Tea positively cures sick headtiful present for the Holidays.
A eurioas Egyptian well curb has E. L. Medler, J. S. Beaven, B. A. Sley-ste25c value, on sale at each.. 17
George W. Knaebel. A number of ap- ache, indigestion and constipation. A been given to Cornell university by AmBlack All Silk Peau de
76c Fleece Lined Shirts and
G. Hope and W. E. Rogers.
W.
delightful herb drink. Removes all bassador White, says the New York
plications will be acted upon.
Sole, worth $1.00, at
Drawers; all sizes; reduced
69
eruptions of the Ekln, producing a per- Tribune. The curb is hewn from a
Ladies' Neckwear
Let us figure on your plumbing. Alblack guaranteed Tafto
39a
County Surveyors.
fect complexion or money refunded. solid rock in an elaborate manner. The buquerque Hardware company.
25 dozen Silk Puffs, In white,
feta,
$1.25, at
worth
25c Black and Fancy Half
88
County surveyors elected at the re 25c and 60c. Write to us for for free diameter is two and a bnlf feet, the
black or black and white; nothBlack Moire Velour,
Hose; all sizes; reduced
The Peninsular is a heater and vencent election: Bernalillo, D. J. Ran cample. W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo. height about the same, while the sides
ing handsomer ever shown; the
worth $1.50, at
to
9g
19
kin, r.; Chaves. John C. Peck, d.; Col N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. are six inches thick. The inner surface tilator. Whitney Company.
Your choice of any $1.00 Silk
finest kind of wearables; actu65c and 60c Fine Suspender
fax. P. M. Davenport, r.; Dona Ana, Briggs & Co.
of the curbing is worn smooth by conally worth $1.50; Sale
Velvet, every color, also black,
finest web; large assortment;
We are sola agents tor Wheeler A
F. H. Peitz. r.; Eddy, B. A. Nymyer,
stant usage. The stone, is of a reddish Wiison
sewing machines. Albert Fa
at, per yard
Price
reduced to
82.48
75
hue, and is said to be a species of gran- - ber,
At Farmington.
d.; Grant, George R. Brown, d.; Guad
35
306 Railroad avenue.
Mrs. M. J. Boomer, of Raton, N. M., ' lte. The relic weighs about a ton and a
alupe, F. Martinez, d.; Lincoln, A. E.
No tuberculosis ureservailae or col
Williams, d.; Luna, N. J. Lloyd, d.; grand matron, and Mrs. J. E. Miller, half, and four men had difficulty in reMcKinley,
William McVlcker, r.; of Albuquerque, grand secretary, of moving it from the freight van to the oring ia Matthews' Jersey mlU
Subscribe for The Citizen.
o
Mora, W. H. Garner, r.; Otero, L. A the Order of Eastern Star, will arrive umveiw.y rTary.
W.
Tin, gaivanneo
iron and eoppu.
White, d.; Rio Arriba. J. P. Rlnker. r.; here this afternoon for the purpose of
work. Albuquerque Hardware coinpa
)03
Cf'AVCO t3 r
THOUCAf
OPERATING
MARIONETTES.
Milinstituting
chapter.
a
Mrs.
local
San Juan, Charles F. Holly, d.; San
nr.
'
Miguel, Alejandro Fresquez, r.; Santa ler Is also deputy supreme commando
!aeatty mm Skill Dla- - Cabinet photos tor
Fe, Arthur J. Griffin, r.; Sierra, A er of the territory for the Ladies of Beaaarkable
$3
at
Wolfe's
aOaya
La iXm
by Oaa
Cerrillos and Gallup Domestic Lump
Preisser, r.; Socorro, W. W. jones, d.; the Maccabees, which order will meet
studio, 208
Railroad avenue.
BaaSaeaa.
III.
Friday
For Consunulii,:. fci.-Dhsafternoon
special
for
Colds Coal, $5.00 per ton.
drill
Taos, Felix Santistevan, r.; Union, Fer
Have your nouse wen ventilated bj
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
nandez Garcia, d.; Valencia, Robert G work under the supervision of Mrs.
and all THROAT A.'iii Llivl lROuBLES.
"The Ingenuity of some of the hanMiller. A. R. Springer and wife, of dlers of marionettes," said a show- using a Peninsular base burner.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per
Marmon, r.
LIVERY, FEED AND 8ALE.
This
wonderful
jiositivolj
mod'eino
Maplo ranch, will accompany the la- man, "is incredible. I know a man who Whitney Company.
ton.
cures Consuplicn.Coulir, CoKIb
County Commissioners.
dies down. A banquet will also be conducts a marionette theater, whereWood and Kindling, all sizes.
F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
fronclutio, Ar.thna, Pneumonia.
The following county commissioners tendered the ladies by the two names in an orchestra of eight pieces plays
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
Consulting Mining Engineer
were elected on November 4: Berna- local lodges Friday evening, to which undNr marionette leadership, while in
Fever, Pk'nrisy, LaOrippe.
Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
U. S. Geological Survej
Field
Old 'Phone A22.
assistant
lillo, Ignacio Gutierrez and A. Harsch, male appendages will ve invited.
Uoarsoness.ScroThroattndWhoop avenue; uptown
t boxes a dozen marionette spectaAlbuquerque, N. M.
office,
bldg.
Armljo
r.; Chaves, W. M. Atkinson, d., and A. Farmington Hustler.
tors laugh and applaud, and on the
Ing
Cough.
Correspondence solicited.
Every bottle guaranteed
Saddle Horses a Specialty. Wa
M. Robertson, d.; Colfax, P. Y. Santisstage a marionette drama briskly enTelephones:
NO
NO PAY.
Automatic, 410 and board horse andhave first class rigs
Mrs.
CURE.
No.
parlors,
her
SCIENCE SCORES AGAIN.
Bambini,
at
tevan, r.: J. C. Taylor, r.; Dona Ana,
acts itself.
1R1CE 60c.nd$1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
2C7; Bell, 45.
for hire.
L, E. CAREY, Prop.
Samuel Geek, r., Agapito Torres, r.;
"The conductor of all this stands, ex- 205 South First street, over the Hyde
Eddy, George Wilcox, d.; ... W. Weav- A Preparation That Will Destroy the posed to the waist, at the bock of the Exploring Expitlon store, is prepared
Dandruff Germ Discovered.
stage, nnd apparently he is motionless, tc give thorough Bcalp treatment, do
er, d.; Giant, John C. Cureton, d.,
Finally the scientific student has dis- though really each finger of both hair dressllng, treat corns, bunions
Hiram G. Snafer, r.; Guadalupe, J. C.
Thomas, d.. R. Harrison, d.; Lincoln, covered a cprtain remedy for dandruff. hands and the majority of the toes of and ingrowing nails. She gives masS. Weiner, d., P. L. Krouse, r.; Luna, When it first became known that dan- both feet are working with unexampled sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs.
d
Bambini's own preparations of comS. S. Burchfield, d., W. C. Wallis, d., druff Is the result of a germ or parasite rapidity. For efch marionette is
by a string with a toe or a plexion cream builds up the skin and
William Cotton, d.; McKinley, William that digs Into the scalp, and saps the
9
H. Morris, r., S. E. Aldrich, r.; Mora, vitality of hair at the root, causing linger of the operator, and this string Improves the complexion, and are
has as many as ten or fif- guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
Frank A. Vigil, r.. Manuel Lopez, r.; falling hair end baldness, biologists set sometimes
branches, joined to the manikin's also prepares a hair tonic that cures
Otero, E. Prado, d., J. C. Tucker, d.; to work to dlscovtr some preparation teen
face,
body, arms, legs, etc., so that it and prevents dandruff and hair falling
gorm.
will
kill
that
the
a
After
year's
Rio Arriba, A. C. de Baca, r., Victor
may dance, smile, wave its arms and do out; restores life to dead hair; reValdez, r.; San Juan, J. R. Williams, labor in one lalrp.tory, the dandruff a number
of other lifelike things. One moves moles, warts and superfluous
d., J. E. McCarry, r.; San Miguel, Ra- germ destroyer was discovered; and It of these figures,
indeed, is connected by hair. Give her a trial. She also has
mon Gallegos, r., A. T. Rogers, r.; is now embodied In Newbro's Herni- - 32 strings to the operator.
jcide,
a very fine tooth powder, which sh
which
curing
besides
baldness,
Santa Fe, A. L. Kendall, r., Nicolas
"It is bewildering to think of the
Quintana, r.; Sierra, Thomas Murphy, land thinning hair, speedily and perma- - number of strings there must be alto- guarantees to be free from all metallic
dandruff. "Destroy gether," concluded the showman, ac- substances. It perfumes the breath,
d., V. G. 'irujillo, r.; Socorro, Abran nently eradicate
old
Contreras. d., Carpio Padilla, d.; Taos, the cause you remove the effect." Send cording to the Philadelphia Record, hardens the gums and makes the teeth
find
Manuel Chacon, r., Higinlo Romero, r.; 10 cents for a sample to The Herplclde "and really it is impossible to conceive clean and white. It Is highly recommen.
Union, J. B. Montoya, r., E. Gallegos, Co., Dept ",F" Detroit, Mich.
of the dexterity and the thought re- mended by all first class dentists. Alfind
so
will
so
a face powder, a freckle cure, and
in the urt.'ktic manipulation of
r.; Valencia, It. Jaramilio, r., Reyes
For the youth who Is particular quired
pimple cure, and pile cure. All of
a band of marionettes."
Garcia, r.
about his winter overcoat, we have
these preparations are purely vegetarelief. My
is full
gathered an assortment out of which
A Million Voices.
ble compounds. Give ber a trial.
INSTINCT
A
MOTHER.
OF
Could hardly express the thanks of he will be sure to find Just what he
Automatic telephone 490.
Homer Hall, of West Point, la. Lis- wants. Lightweight and heavy; gray, Illutratad by tha Odot Whra There
brown
or
every
black,
and
style Into
ten why: A severe cold had settled
la a Stray Calf la tha Wast-a- ra
will
a
o
on bis lungs, causing a most obstinate which an overcoat can be made, will
Catlla Hard.
UNDER THE MISTLETOE
cough. Several physicians said he had be found here. And our prices are ex- O
OVERCOATS,
Tt might seem that where half a O
consumption, but could not help him .tremely low considering the value you
NECKWEAR,
8UIT8,
When all thought he was doomed he get. Prices range $3.50 up. Simon dozen herds were mingled together, it
8USPENDERS,
SMOKING JACKETS,
began to use Dr. King's New Discovery Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier. . would be impossible to select the calve
COLLARS,
belonging
GLOVES,
a particular owner with
CUFFS,
for consumption and writes: "it comIf you want a 6oap that will lather any degree toof accuracy,
NIGHT ROBES,
1 1.
BATH ROBES,
tavs K. Mayo,
pletely cured me and saved my life. I freely in hard
1
get some Lenox writing on "I!eef"in Leslie'
water
Monthly,
SHIRTS,
now weigh 227 lbs." It's positively Soap from your grocer.
CAPS,
no that in the round-u- p
There
is
they would beHOSIERY,
guaranteed for coughs, colds and lung better hard water soap
UMBRELLAS.
2 come hopelessly mixed.
made.
Hut all this
MUFFLERS,
WHITE VESTS,
troubles. Price 50c and $1.00. Trial
o
i
by a ry tiinple rule, wliich
RAIN COAT8.
HOUSE COATS,
Ixntlt's free at all druggists.
Orders taken for every known make is obviated
the
belongs
that
calf
to
the
SHIRT PROTECTORS,
SWEATERS, ETC.,
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
it,
claims
and
to
consequently
the
fy
DEATH AT THE CALDWELL.
HANDKERCHIEFS,
Hardware com""ny.
concern whine brand she bears. Iong
Ka
experience
Daniel Clark ia Accidently Killed at
taught the cattlemen
''
Knignts of Pythias.
'
the Mine.
rV
Mineral Lodge, No. 4, that the calf may mutnke itsc mother
be
Yesterday forenoon Daniel Clark, a
Knights of Pythias All sometimes, but the cow her ffpring
Of course, in these days of wire
never.
come
young man about eigthteen years of
members are requested to
age, was killed at the Caldwell mine,
be present at their Castle fences when the free riders of the
fix him
in the IIuito Mountain Mining district,
on Gold avenue at 8 range are degenerating to the rank of
man,"
and
"hired
each the man who k-- ivis the sweetest
his death resulting from accident, says
c clock tonight Visitors the eastern
"bunch" i kept to its own territory, kiss is the natt v r in the room other
the Silver City Enterprise. His duties welcomed.
there is small occasion fur the exer- things being
- the one whose
W. F. SWITZER, C. C.
at the mine were that of running the
cise of this test; but in the old days of linen compoits w ill his clothes. We
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of ft. & S.
a
whim, which position he had been filthe open range it worked perfectly, attend to the la limit-rinof men's
ling only a short time. From the inin
except
case
maverick
of
the
Soap
Lenox
The
is a good honest
u
shirts, collars an I ciiffs in such fine
formation olitained, it appears that he soap
from the Ivorydale factories those cattle that had grown to be fashion as to win hi omiums from the
was working a new horse to the whim,
or
yearlings
having
oTer without
where Ivory Soap is made. Your groI
and after hoisting a bucket of ore, he cer keeps
passed under the branding iron and most particular. .i t's have your Xmas
7
it.
laundry
work.
attempted to fasten the break and let
these the impartial law of the time
down the shaft door, when the horse
$1,000.00 borrowed from the Mutual distributed in proportion to the num
became unmanagable and the breaks Building association of Albuquerque ber of each herd participating in tha
11
threaded.
In his attempts to fasten costs you only $13.25 pel lr.onth. A. E. round-up- .
the breaks he fell backward into the Walker, secrtary.
Back of Postoffica.

DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
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h

All-Wo-
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H. HAHN

COAL DEALER

ku

Silver r
Avenue
Stable

--

i

h

Ch

con-reele-

istmas Will Soon..
....Be Here....

The usual problem confronts you,
same
trouble as last year. Its
hard to
things to give
If you
a visit here
it
help you to decide and afford you
store
of articles
suitable for a Man's Christmas.
Run your eyes down this list
you
certainly strike something
he would be delighted to have:

oooaoooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooaoo

cow-tha-

t

When Christmas shopping we
would
pleased to have you
here with your troubles and
we'll
out.

ft

MANDELL

.... The Leading Clothier and Men's Outfitter....

'

Imperial Laundry

WEST RAIL ROAD AVENUE

DECEMBER 15 1902

THE ALIlUQUKRQUi!. DAILY CITIZEN MONDAY
Tonight Mr. Madison will address a
meeting of citizens at the ' railroad
reading rooms on the subject of "The
Law and the lawyers." The subject,
though unusual, is bound to be Interesting. It treats of the growth and
development of the system of rules
embraced In the term, "the law;" the
Jury system; the dual system of
courts; the lawyer as a sworn officer
of the court; the administration of
justice; great lawyers of history;
great trials of the world; pathetic and
humorous experiences of American
lawyers; side lights on the subject
from all lands; how to keep out of
Jail.
This is a special compliment of the
Snnta Fo management to the employes
and Is offered for their entertainment,
instruction and enjoyment, but It is
recognized that the patrons ' of the
road and ths people who live alonr; the
line will appreciate this effort and
hence they are cordially Invited to attend. Every employe should be there
with his friends. S. E. Ilusser, superintendent of reading rooms, will introduce Mr. Madison with a brief statement of the objects and alms of the
reading room department.
Good music, warm handshakes, genial greetings and winsome smiles will
open, continue and close the program.

HOPEWELL SAYS.
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LOCAL HAPPENING8.

X

presided.

A squad of company O of
body to Fair-vie-

the guards escorted the

x made.

cemetery, where Interment

'

was

A r.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

St. John's Guild wi!l give its regular
If Statehood Fails, th Albuquerque
Tho barbers of Las Vegas are trying monthly tea at the home of Mrs. W. J.
Johnson, 1100 West Kallroad avenue,
to organize themselves into a union.
Eastern Will be Built.
on Wednesday afternoon, December 17,
general merchant,
A. Kempenich,
from 2 until 7 o'cloc k. A few fancy aryesterday.
was In, the cILy from Peralta
ticles
and aprons will bo for sale. A
CARS.
AND
RECEIVING ENGINES
A heavy snow storm prevailed last cordial Invitation is extended to all,
night In the mountains east of this and the ladies hope that nil members
city.
of the congregation and their friends
3S
lion. W. 8. Hopewell, general X
of
wife
tho
the
Flood,
will attend. A hearty welcome to vlBlt-InMrs.
F.
O.
Central
manager
Fe
X
of the Barta
reVegas,
is
Las
postmaster
strangers.
of
East
railX and Albuquerque Kalnrn
ported quite ill.
Dr. W. O. Tight, president of the
X roads, and Interested in the pro- J. H. O'Rielly & C6., the druggists, University of New Mexico, has sugX motion of a road between this city
are handing around some handsome gested that an academy of science In
X and Durango, Colo., arrived last X
calendars for the little people.
connection with the university would
S night from the north and is spend- - XX
Miss Adah Small Wood is here from be practicable and a good thing. It Is
X tag the day In the city.
Mr. Hopewell Just recently re-- X
Parsons, Kan., on a visit to her aunts, said that In accordance with thin sugX
gestion the Scientific club of Las
Mrs. J. Keleher and Mrs. Coons.
X turned from a trip to Durango, X
X Colo., where he went on business X
N. S. Hose, editor and attorney of Vegas has called a meeting on MonX In connection with the proposed X
Cerrillos, was In the city on business. day, December 22, the day before the
X new railroad. He says that sur- - X
He returned north yesterday morning. meeting of the Educational association, to introduce testimony and talk
X veyors are still working on the X
Miss Mary Menaul, the accomplished over matters pertaining to the estabX
X route.
pianist, will spend the winter In Albu- lishment of such an Institution in New
X When asked about the Santa Fe X
querque. Miss Menaul intends to teach. Mexico.
X
Hopewell
Mr.
said
that
Central
X
W. E. Martin, assistant superintendX its construction was nearlng com- - X
Report From the Reform School.
ent of the territorial penitentiary,
X pletlon rapidly. The grade and X
J. G. Gluck, superintendent, Prunty-towpassed through the city last night en
X bridges will be finished In thirty X
W. Va., writes:
"After trying
route to Socorro.
X days. Three locomotives and a X
cough
of
all
the
advertised
medicines
store
E.
blaze
A
Romero's
small
in
or
Chicago
X
cars left
last
X numler
caused a little excitement in the little wc have decided to use Foley's Honey Until Christmas we will offer cur
X Friday and can be expected with- - X
town of Torreon, Valencia county, last and Tar exclusively In the West VirX in the next few days. One hun- - X
THAT BANK ROBBERY.
stock of Photograph Frames
Tuesday. The damage done was only ginia Reform school. I find it the most
seventy-threX
of
cars
and
X dred
absolutely
effective
and
harmless."
...
slight.
seventy-pounsteel to be used are X
at greatly reduced prices to .
X
Alvarado Pharmacy.
X en route and will be at Torrance X
J. J. McMurtry, a prominent business
close them out.
o
X Particulars of the Hold Up and Rob- man of Flagstaff, Ariz., passed through
X some time this week.
Affidavit cigars, the best in the west,
X
failure
of
If
X When asked
the
the city en route to the Indian Terri 25 in a box, for the holiday trade, at
bery of Sierra County Bank.
tory. He was accompanied by his H. Westerfeld & Bro.'s, 207 Railroad
X the passage of the statehood bill X
X would have any effect on the X
family.
avenue.
X building of the Albuquerque East- - X
The Interior of the Church of Im
DETERMINED
TWO
ROBBERS.
Have you seen that blue enameled
X
X era, Mr. Hopewell said:
215 RAILROAD AVENUE.
maculate Conception is receiving a
war
- th Albuquerque Hard-n.,u- ,
X "The gentlemen that are build- - X
coat of paint and varnish. It will
X Ing this road will not be affected X
o
horf.ii on.oronno mhoti 'ware company's store. It Is the most
Peninsui' ba:j beaters burn less
beautiful nd ornamental ware ev
In connection with what The Citizen finished.
X In the least by the turn of any po- - X
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
Albuquerque.
seen
in
X
X litical situation. Albuquerque Eashas already published regarding the
rooms. WMtney Company.
Stanley Wells, a mining engineer,
X tern trill be built, and that pretty X hold up and robbery of the Sierra who has been a resident of the city for
X soon. Of course we all want X county bank at Hillsboro, tbe Advo- some months, Is confined to his rooms I
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
X statehood, but whether we get it X cate says:
at tho Commercial club with a slight Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
X or not. It will make no difference X
Bell Telephone No. 1 1 J.
The Sierra county bank at this place attack of grip.
i ,
X In the building of the new roads. X was held up Wednesday afternoon
Dr. W. D. Radcliffe, of Belen. who
X Senator W. H. AndrewB, the pres- - X about 2:30 o'clock and robbed.
has
been dangerously sick with ty- - j
X
our
Is
roads, who
in
X Ident of
It appears that two men, Americans, puuiu lever, is lepuiitHl vtijr iiiiiuu uti- wrote me two days X mounted on small dark bay horses, en
S Washington,
X ago that the chances for the bill X tered town from the north, by way of ter and hopes of u.s ultimate recovX passing the senate were exceed- - X the North Percha road. They tied their ery are assured.
Mrs. Hildegard Grunsfeld, mother of
X horses to a corral
X Inglj good."
fence back of the
X Mr. Hopewell was delighted to X bank building and approached Main Alfred Grunsfeld, was the guest of
X learn that Albuquerque had raised X street by way of an alley along the honor at a pleasant little party given
X money for Albuquerque Eastern X west side of the bank. They were first at her son's home on West Copper ave
X right of way and terminal X noticed walking one up and the other nue, last evening.
X (rounds, and complimented the X down the street; but there was nothMrs. James H. Wroth left last night
LOCAL UNDERTAKER tANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.
X committee for the good work X ing notlcably suspicions about them for Palo Alto, Cal., to spend a few days
X
done.
X
and no particular attention was given with her son, James, who is a Btudent
X them.
X
at tbe Leland Stanford university, loX
A Flat Denial.
X
After reconnolterlng they met at the cated at that place.
X "I hare just heard," said Mr. X bank door and started to enter; but
W. E. Abbott, a prominent stockman
X Hopewell, "that someone here X there wis a lady in the bank at the of Silvey, Kan., is in the city for a
Having other business to attend besides my store, I am corn- X baa started the report that the X time, and they withdrew a short dis few days. He arrived last night with a
pelted to sell my goods at cost. Quote these prices and sea for '
X Albuquerque Eastern railroad, in X tance until she had come out. They car load of fat hogs which he sold to
yourself.
3R Its route to this city, will abandon X then entered and throwing down on
the Farr meat market.
Hats, from 50c upwards.
24c.
X Tijeras canyon.' I wish to say X W. H. Bucher, tbe cashier, and Lee At the Boston Mining Exchange last 2 packages Coffee,
Shoes, Shirts, Feed and candles all
Raw Coffee, per pound, 11c.
vX positively that the report 1st false. X Crews, the clerk, demanded "hands
week, fifty shares of Cochitl stock
Roasted Java, 6V4 pounds for (1.00. at cost.
X The survey has been made X up." One of the men then stepped to were sold
at 50 cents a share, and 250 Sugary 4 pounds for 25c.
Eastern Canned Fruits, at 10c each.
X through Tijeras canyon and the X the door and closed It and drew the shares of the
Gold & Copper
Santa
California Canned Fruits, 12'2c and
Fe
25c.
5
pounds
Beans,
Native
of
X road will be built through that X curtains.
company stock at $1.50 a share.
upwards.
5e, or 5 for 25c.
Sardines'at
X
X canyon.
holdAfter effecting the robbery the
Rice, 4 pounds for 25c.
Boys' Suits, $2.00 and upwards.
The Citizen has received a handsome
X "The latter part of this month X ups marched .Mr. Bucher and Mr.
Everything else in proportion for
faults,
Working
Mc$1.00.
Men's
photo
with
calendar
of
President
corps
X a
of Albuquerque Eastern X Crews out through tbe back yard to
CASH.
Good Sunday Suits, $5.00.
X surveyors will be here to survey X tbe corral, and, mounting their horses, Klnley's favorite team of bay horses,
'.
X lines from the established survey X the robbers rode out of town by the from E. J. Post & Co., the West Rail
) A.
X on the mesa near the Presby- - X way they had come, tho North Percha road avenue hardware merchants.
923 South Second Street
P.
Shops.
4.
Opposite,
Henry Poncho, an Indian boy from
X terlan mission school to the sev- - X road. Mr. Bucher immediately gave
X eral sites for terminals submitted X the alarm, and soon Alfred Sheppard the village of Laguna, died at the local
Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
X to the company by Messrs. Myers, X and Martin Kelley started on their Indian school yesterday morning. The
X Brooks and Strickler, after which X trail. About two miles out the robbers body was shipped to Laguna last night
and Grain.
X the company will be in a position X left the creek bottom, turning over the Dr. Woods, of the school, accomImported French and Italian
X to tell which site will be suitable X hill Into Cold Spring gulch, going panied It.
DEALERS IN
X down that toward the road to the PlaX tar the purposes intended.
The concert to be given by the
deeds.
X "One more thing," continued X cers, the same way they came In.
Choral society has been postponed unAND
UOOORS.
GROGKRIES
agents
for
5aa Antonio Lima.
Sole
X Mr. Hopewell. "I wish to say and X
Sheppard and Kelley did not get til Wednesday night on account of it
X that is that the company Intends X near enough to them to see them, but conflicting with the engagement of
to make a survey for a narrow X they were met both coming and going "Brown's In Town," which is billed to
Free Delivery to all Parts of the City.
North Third Street
X gauge road from Ban Antonlto to X by W. C. Kendall and Light Townsend play on Tuesday night.
Old Phone 247
X the company's coal lands near by, X on the North Percha road. A. B. Paige
Berthold Flesher, of the firm of
X and when this short road Is built X also saw them as they were coming In, Flesher
wholesale and
X the company will then be in a po- - X and had to step out of the road to let retail tobacco dealers, is in New York
TZ
J-- li,
JL
pass.
X sltlon to deliver cheap coal Into X them
making arrangements and buying lines
The last accounts of their being seen of tobaccos for the firm's Denver
X Albuquerque for manufacturing X
X la given by a Mexican who saw them house, which will be opened about the
X nod domestic purposes,"
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X on the Animas creek, about nine miles first of tho year.
'
:
from here.
I
Miss Myrtle Faber entertained about
The men, although strangers, must
THE "MILLIONAIRE" FAKE.
ave been pretty well posted as to the thirty of her young friends at her
LIGHT.
urroundlngs of the bank, and could home on North Sixth street, Saturday
THe U Still in County Jail and a Most
COOL.
In honor of her twelfth birth
Mutual Telephone 43.
Dot have selected a more favorable afternoon
Easy to Wear.
Interesting Character.
day. Ping pong and many other games
aaaara
on
street
undertaking.
confined
The
Retains
for
is
Gould,
who
time
their
Howard J.
were played, after which dainty reor Back.
Albuquerque
In the connty jail awaiting develop- was almost decerted and they must freshments were
Railroad Avenue,
served.
trodaratrapa. I
Harms
ments of bis little disastrous spree have known that both Sheriff Robins
wove,
var
pita
Contort.
B. Ruppe, the druggist, has moved
Xere, proves to be a most Interesting and bis deputy were away. Nobody
character. He claims to be a skilled on the street or in the vicinity had Into his new location In the N. T.
mechanic of New York, bis work be any idea that a robbery was going on, Armijo building. The work was done
was done so quickly and quietly. Saturday night and yesterday, and this
ing connected with the manufacture of
typewriters, cash registers and other Barely fifteen minutes intervened be morning found his store open for busi
devices of delicate mechanism. His tween the time the robbers entered ness. His new quarters are very neat
story is to a considerable extenfub- - town and the time of their departure. and present an inviting appearance.
The funeral services of J. S.. Camp
vUntlated by his general appearance. 1 One of them was noticed to walk as
SAEPLE AND CLUB R00I,
In conversation he showed evidence if lame, but this may have been caused bell, the old soldier who died at the
by having a rifle in his trousers' leg. sanitarium, occurred yesterday after
Finest
f education and culture.
Whiskies,
He is unconcerned about bis trou They were armed with Winchester noon in the parlors of J. W. Edwards.
JOSEPH BARNKTT. Prop.
Brandies,
ble and promises to pay for everything carbines and six shooters and rode G. K. Warren post. No. 6, G. A. R., and
120 W. Railroad Avt., Albuquerque.
etc.
Wines,
X nought while under the Influence small dark ponies, a dark bay and a the local corps of the W. R. C. attend
appearance
of
which,
the
from
brown,
water.
Harwood
of this bad
ed in a body. Rev. Thomas
Ooald Is an Elk and also a Mason. the tracks, must have been shod with
on
small
Attorney Medler has been engaged to No. 00 shoes. The men had
sized cowboy boots and spurs, as was
defend blm.
He spent a quiet day yesterday at indicated by their tracks.
The loss, which is not so large as at
be county prison. His dinner consisted
of bread, boney and milk, a better fare first reported, is fully covered by burgthin served the other prisoners, who lary Insurance, and the bank sustains
were content with beans, bread and no loss whatever.
hollowing is a description oi me two
Gould complained of heart
coffee.
trouble and beld bis bead most of the men as given by Mr. Burner:
Tbe larger of the two men was large
time while eating.
Even while behind the bars, be did and heavy set, broad shoulders, sandy
not lose the effect of playing million moustached and complexloned. old
Aire, and tipped the jailer after he bad gray slouch hat, old yellow duck coat
and vest and old overalls and boots;
been served.
No ga?, no emoke.
'
The mofct economical in fuel.
The change from the Alvarado to weight about 200 pounds, height about
years.
30
to
age
25
fi
extreme
to
from
and
from
feet
was
prison
tbe county
Fully guaranteed.
The smaller of the two men was a
Absolutely odorless.
extreme, and only a man of a very
little above the medium height, about
strong nature could stand it.
It Is thought the trouble will be sat one week's growth of beard on face,
dark complexloned, black hat, cordu
isractorlly arranged in a few days,
roy coat and vest, gray pants, boots
and spurs, weight about 170 pounds
JUDGE MADISON.
height about 5 feet ten inches, age
He Will Address the Railroaders at about 25 to 30 years.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Local Reading Room Tonight.
Mrs. H. E. buennan, dressmaker and
Albuquerque, Kew Mexiro
113-11- 7
Judge E. H. Madison, of Kansas,
South First Street
arrived from tbe east last night and ladles' tailor. No. 217 South Second
siUl b la tbe city for a couple of days, street
g

mm
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Photograph
Frames

Our Display of Useful Xmas Pre-- .
. .scnts cannot bo Excelled. . .
Music Cabinets, Foot Stools, Ladies Writing Desks,
Ratan Rockers, Combination Cases, Ratan Tables,
Ratan Chairs, Ladies' Dressing Tables, Ratan Couches and Stools, Ratan Setters, Leather Stools, Couches and Rockers. Furniture for the Children. Boy
carts, Wagons, Chairs and Tables, Doll
and

en-tir- o

e

Go-car- ts

,

d

Carriages. EVERYTHING FOR CHRISTMAS

O.W. STRONG & SONS

BUTMAN'S STUDIO

I

pre-'Bte-

.

COMHERCIAL

0

8

aaooaaao0Oaaathe

Often hang on several things
physician, the nurse, the drugs and
medicines. The drugs are our part,
and it is our constant aim by careful
buying, by the careful selection of the
best drugs and chemicals, and by the
utmost care in compounding them, to
play that part well. Correct diagnosis
is hardly more Important than that
the remedy selected should have the
effect expected of It.

0

0

117

West Railroad Avenue.

AMERICAN

SILVER
TRUGC.
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donsent the majestic
turkey, the royal bird of the feast.
Wm. Farr's' market, by careful selection In the early autumn, have the
pick of the flock to offer their
Is by universal

Wm. Farr.
J. C.

BALDRIDGE

Native and Chicago Lumber.

I I A IHO BAIMT rA..A.. B I
PD KI I Kl
niWft DADCD A liaun uti lit fttftr If.
More! Looks Best! Wears Longest! 3ash, Dors, Blinds, Plaster, Lime,
Cement, Glass Paint, etc.
Most Economical! Full Measurel
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House Furnishings
117

Gold Avenue

Heating Stovea from $2.50 up
Furniture, Ranges. Stoves,
Art Squares, Crockery
' Beautiful Iron Beds, Mattresses
and Springs

ELMO

New Process
Oil Heaters

WHITNEY

Sa

7

PRESCRIPTIONS

TH 1ST.

m

.

Toti & Gradi

.

m

SI

0
0

OTICE!

Bratina, General Merchandise.

(drugs

17

0SO0000000Q0000S00
GEO. B. WILLIAMS, Druggist.

CLUB BUILDINO.

PUBLIC

-
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LIFE OR DEATH

CO.....

..Borradaile & Co..
Xmas Presents
That Afford Years
of Pleasure
Carriages,
are our new stock
of

Bug-

gies, Road Wagons, Phaetons, etc.,
Harness, Saddles, Lap Robes, Horse
Clothing, Whips, etc. ..Call on us and
see our large stock.

OUR

Special Sale Prices now on.
Stock is XJfnplete with latest stylet.
Qualities we guarantee
' Term, eve snake easy to you.
"

J. KORBER & CO.

Cor. First

St

and Copper Ave,.
Alboaucrque, N. M,
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INDIANS

....THE FAIR....

Laguna

Braves Cams Near to Death
in Chicago.'

ESTABLISHED 1886.

Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, TJnionware, Delf-I ware. Tinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee-th- e
best with premium.
Give us a call.

J. W

. VE A.

LETTE

WHEN SANTA CLAUS ARRIVES
let him tread on carpets and rugs fit
for a Christmas king. "Short" on the
carpet line of household "stocks?" Get
"long" here carpets and rugs with or
without "margins," in many desirable
patterns and colors. You don't need
to "speculate" as to our wares they
lon't "fluctuate," but are reliable all
the time.
New styles and patterns arriving every week. .

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West End Viaduct
Cor. Second 8treet and Gold Avenue
;

Frank Tomei & Bros.

l

81

ARTI8TIC TAILOR8 AND DRAPER8
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In town wl.ich employs
first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties In the
finest
Imported
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Wlntsr In Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guar,
anteed or no sale.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK I
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

To-pe- ka

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
H. F. Raynolds,
AB. McMillan.
.

Beautiful Picture
Given Away

To every cash customer who
purchases a dollar or more; and
you do not pay more, for we sell
our goods as cheap as the cheapestquality for quality
if not a little cheaper.
con-sider-

fiaynard,

DISCOVERED

JUST

IN

TIME.

Ie

Clark, of the Hyde comJohn
pany, who in company with H. E. Fox,
Jr., of the same company, left last
week for Chicago with several Indians,
who are on exhibition In the company's
Btore in the windy city, writes of a
thrilling experience which almost cost
one of the squaws her life.
The party arrived In Chicago in the
evening and it was necessary to send
the Indians to the hotel for the night.
The room was fitted with, gas instead
of the safe electricity, consequently
Mr. Clark took special precautions and
thoroughly explained the turning off
and on of the gas jet. The Iudlans
seemed to understand the manipulation of the mysterious light all right
and so Mr. Clark left them. The buck
turned up all right in the morning but
the squaw did not appear. Fearing
that something was wrong, Mr. Fox
went to the room and found the squaw
unconscious and the gas on full force.
A physician was summoned and worked over the woman several hours before she regained consciousness. It Is
supposed the buck began monkeying
with the gas when he got up in the
morning and without knowing it left
the gas turned on. The Hyde men
were very much excited over the experience and will run no more chances
of having dead Indians on their
hands.
The Indians, with the large line of
curios, form a department in the large
store of Schlessinger & Fox. The exhibit is attracting considerable attention, the store being crowded all the
time.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

ed

the Jeweler

through the city yesterday en route to
New VorK.
A telegraph operator from Ash Fork
died at the Santa Fe hospital early
Sunday morning of pneumonia. The
young man was broupht to the city
about an hour before he died. O. W.
Strong L Sons took charge of the remains and wired his relatives for directions.
Regular review of Alamo Hive, No.
1, L. O. T. M., tomorrow afternoon, in
I. O. O. F. hall, at 2:30 o'clock. After
the regular session the ladies will give
a social. Everybody invited. Mina
Corson, K. X.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note All classified advertisements
or ratter "liners," one cent a word fot
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
sny classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to Insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.
PER80NAL

Boy's life saved from Membranous
Croup.
C. W. Lynch, prominent citizen of
Winchester, Ind., writes: "My little
boy had a severe attack of membranous croup, and only got relief after
taking Foley's Honey and Tar. He got
relief after one dose and I feel that it
Baved the life of my boy." Refuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy.

ill.

T.

WANTED Manager of new branch of
our business here In Albuquerque.
Address at once, with references, Alfred Morris, Wholesaler, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
WANTED A trustworthy gentleman
or lady In each county to manage
business for an old established house
A
of solid financial standing.
straight, bona fide weekly salary of
$18 paid by check each Wednesday
with all expenses direct from headquarters. Money advanced for expenses. Manager, 350 Caxton bldg.,
Chicago.
Men to learn barber
WANTED
trade. Special thirty day offer. More
experience in one month than shops
In one year. Abundance of practice,
qualified teachers, tools presented,
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
and positions when competent. Quick
and practical method. Our system Is
well known. Established In 1893,
Branches In New Orleans, St. Louis,
San Francisco, New York, Chicago,
If you want to be a barber write,
Moler System Barber College Rep
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.

FIRST
BALL
'
of tbe

Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen

..Colombo Hal?;.
flonday Evening
Jan. 19, 1903
For the Benefit of Sick
and Disabled
Brothers.
...Berry-Dtvl-

Orchestra...

n

(lentltm.a with
" LdlM,St.oo

COLOMBO

HALL

TUESDAY,
DECEMBER
A

"OLD RELIABLE"

IO

Tornado of Merriment, That
Nothing Can 8 top But
Time to Go Home.
The Famous Farce Comedy,

W. Railroad Ave

omcorcooomcmo090omocmomoomcmomcM

TIE

DAILY

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, O rain
and Provisions.

Carri. tbe Largest
mm 4
float Bxtaaalve
tack el

3j

StapleOroceHea
f.a.4 aeatfcweet.

Car lets s specialty.

FARfl AND FREIQHT WAGONS,
ooceXe)Caxoeoe)o

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO BEARRUP BROS. & 00.

Wool Pullers, Tanners
and Manufacturers.....
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE,

Leather Rugs, Moccasins and Other Desirable Articles
of Home Manufacture for OHRISTMAS Presents V

rO04KK90K vK0X SK09KevK4eKo.0)
.

ALBUQUERQUE;

IN

TOWN"
Cast.

O. A. Matson's.

H. O'Rielly & Co.

Sash, Doors, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.
Wood Turnina and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mall Orders Solicited.
,

SK0XOaaxxXaa

GR0SS,KELLY&C0.
(Incorporated)

B Wool, Hides, Pelts

llJ
ill

HOLIDAY GIFTS!

J. II . O'Rielly & Co.
Corner of Gold Avenue and Second Street

37

5?

'

Send for
Manhattan
Maiden Land,

sjWs?rSH

Subscribe for The Citizen.
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ZEIGER CAFE

millions of mothers for their children
while teethlnc with perfect success.
It soothes the child, soften tbe gums,
allays all pain, cures wind colic, and 5
Is
Is the best remedy for diarrhoea.
pleasant tc the taste. Sold by druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-fivcents a bottle. Its value
is Incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Syrup, ana
uke no otter kind.
e

GLOR-IET-

Meat Marked

For over Sixty rears.

I

1

VEGAS, N. M. AND
N. M.

Illus-

An old and well tned remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslrw's Sootning Syrup has
been used for over sixty years by

J

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M, EAST LAS

gAT.?-W-

refund-

Co.

GRAND DISPLAY

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard anl Meats.

SbbbW

ick headacne aDsoiutely and permanently cured by using Mokl Tea. A
pleasant herb drink. Cures constipation and Indigestion, maL.es you eat,
sleep, work and happy. Satisfaction
guaranteed or money back 25c and
50c. Write to W. H. Hooker ft Co.. Buffalo. N. Y., for free sample. J. H.
O'Rielly ft Co. and B. H. B'iggs ft

We carry the finest,
best and cheapest line
of Perfumes and Atomizers that has ever came to
New Mexico. Come
in and see our

K. C. Baking Powder,

watches and silver novel

Diamond company,
New York city.

jt

.

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

MISCELLANEOUS.
DIAMONDS,

S

We handle

FOR RENT An elegantly furnished
front room, south exposure, with
privilege of bath, and with alcove
Inquire at No. 315 West Lead ave
nue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
bath, at 516 North Second street.
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
from $1.60 to $5 per week with baths.
Tbe Englewood, 205 North Second
street, Sttong block.

Prices: 50c, 75c and $1.00. Seats
on sale Saturday, December 13, at

.

MANUFACTURERS OF

FOR RENT.
With an Extraordinary

,.,

Planing Hill Co.,

FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
of old papers, good for wrapping
purposes, cheap. Address, Tbe Citl
sen, Albuquerque, N. M.
FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per
hundred, at the Citizen office.

"BROWN'S

.

Albuquerque

Railroad Avenue

N. M.

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

CITIZEN

ESTABLISHED 187

.

FOR SALE One pool table, one bar
mirror. Inquire 114 Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Corner of Coal avenue
and Arno street, new brick; seven
rooms; modern Improvements. H.
F. Bogh.
FOR SALE Complete Job printing
and newspaper plant; material in
good opportunity
good condition;
now to establish plant on one of the
new railroads in tne territory. Ad
dress Lock Box 314, Albuquerque,

ed if not satisfactory.

A. J. lyiALOY, 214

III

Is a beautiful Rug and we are
showing an elegant assortment
of fine Oriental, Wilton, Axmln-ste- r,
8myrna, Body Brussels and
Tapestry Rugs In carpet sizes
and smaller sizes that are aa attractive aa the lustrous color,
ings and the artistic patterns of
the Rugs. We aer also showing
fine lines of Sofa Pillows, For
tie res, Drawn Work, Couch and
Table Covers, Muslin and Lace
Curtains.

trated catalogue, free.

Oar fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
pounds. We wish to dopble that In 1902, and In order to do so we are
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
pound. Wo are sole agents for CHA8E A SANBORN'S celebrated Seal
Brand and Club House. We also have a full line of blended coffees
at prices to suit from 20 cents up. Our 35 cent blend we consider equal
to the nost of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trade.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
In the territory.

Most Appropriate Xmas Gift

FOR SALE.

X3KK)ettssK3sK3KXIOs

ADVERTISE

A

e

ties at factory prices. Money

Still a Growing'

for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, Blankets an?
House Furnishing Goods.
.
.

Choral club concert
hall of School LOST Bunch of keys. Finder please
of Music, Public Library building, on
leave at this office and receive
Wednesday evening, December 17, 8:30
o'clock. Best soloists assisting, chorus
voices. General admisof forty-fivWANTED.
sion 60 cents. Reserved seats 75 cents.
Seats on Bale at Matson's.
WANTED A good girl for general
o
Inquire of Mrs. J. C.
Whether you buy soap by the box or housework.
Baldridge, CIO South Broadway.
by the cake you want what you pay for.
Ask for a cake of Lenox Soap, com- WANTED At once, a cook for small
family; no children. Apply 903 West
pare the size and see if you don't get
Copper avenue.
more good soap for your money when
you buy Lenox.
11 WANTED A girl or woman for gen
eral housework; small family; 718
North Fourth street.
Get your holiday gifts at Mrs. Wil
WANTED An experienced
son's.
house
o
keeper, at once; best of wages. AnNo premiums are given to make
swer J. C. M., Citizen office.
Lenox Soap sell. When you buy soap WANTED 3 young men from Albu
soap
premiums
for the
the
manufac
querque and vicinity at once to preturer makes you pay for them you pare for positions In the government
get either a smaller cake or poorer
service. Apply to Inter-Stat- e
Corres.
quality. Compare the size of the
Inst., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
5 WANTED Ten men In
Lenox Soap cake.
each state to
travel, tack signs and distribute samH. Westerfeld & Bro. have a fine line
ples and circulars of our goods. Salof meerchaum and brier pipes at very
ary $60 per month; $2.75 per day for
low prices. See our line before you
expenses. National Soap
purchase.

year old

Attorney E. L. Medler went to Santa
Fe Saturday night on business.
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs.
E. P. Victor, of 425 North Second
street. Mr. and Mrs. Victor have been
residents of this city only a short time
having come here from New York.
N. H. Andrews, of Nebraska City,
Neb., has accepted a position with Arthur Everitt. Mr. Andrews is an expert Jeweler, and will prove an excellent addition to the diamond palace.
The city council will meet tonight In
city hall at 7:30 o'clock. The new
milk ordinance will be considered.
Five express cars loaded with Asiatic silk, valued at $200,000, was carried

Headquarters

LOST.

....ANNUAL....

BUILDING?!

PROPERTY LOANS.

In

smiles of a fine baby boy, which arrived this morning. Mother and child doing well.
M!ss Claude Albright, the accomplished daughter of Col. and Mrs. J.
O. Albright, left this morning for Chicago, where she will join the Castle
Square Garden Opera company for the
coming season.
J. H. Ballou, the popular and "weti
known engineer on the Santa Fe Paci
fic, and wife, have returned to the city
after their visit in Arkansas City, Kansas, where they had gone in response
to a message that the mother of Mr.
Ballou was seriously ill. They left the
old lady much improved, but still quite
Emil Bismarck Ruppe, the
son of Emil Ruppe, the old town gardener, died yesterday morning at their
home of membranous croup. ' The
young son of Mr. Ruppe had only been
sick a week when he was called away.
The funeral was private and took
place this morning. The body was laid
to rest in Falrview cemetery.
Mrs. Maria Sanchez, 65 years of age,
died at her home in Valencia county
yesterday, after being sick about a
week with pneumonia. Mrs. Sanchez
Iz the mother of David Sanchez, the
well known politician of Valencia
county. O. W. Strong & Sons have
shipped a casket for the burial of the
deceased whose funeral will take place
tomorrow.
George K. Neher and wife left Saturday night for Denver in response to
a telegram stating that Captain Hunter, Mrs. Neher's father, was seriously

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelve months time is given.
Wltnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Railroad Avenue.

the Highlands, are revelling in the

ill.

ALBERT

HONEY TO LOAN
On

Mr. and Mrs. P. Masettl, residing on

6

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
$500,000.00
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits
$200,000.00

A

ASPHYXIATED.

QUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES. IV. PORTED aV DOMESTIC WINKS A COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grads of Lagsr served.
tt a no Bsst Imported and Domsstle Cigars

nty.!KoeaKKoexc
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If you are looking: for a

HEAL
ESTATE

Cherry Pectoral

A Washington dispatch, under datei with Its pineries and lakes and
of December 12, regarding the state
The Sectional Statesmen.
hood muddle, says:
For hard colds, chronic
This precious bunch of sectional
In a speech In the senate this after
coughs, bronchitis, connoon Senator Quay declared: "If the statesmen nave not Deen permitted to
NEW TELEPHONE, No. 493.
republicans can lie to the poeple about hare their way. They stand in the sumption. Ask your docway of a compromise, because they
to Loan on oooa Real Estate
advice. Money Security
if he has
the admission of territories, they can want no new states, big or
little. The
at Low Rate of
about anything else and the people attitude which Beverldge caused the
He
has
the
knows.
Interest
will lose confidence in them. It Is non- - senate committee on territories to as- He understands FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
sense to talk about senators not be- - sume Is In Itself an argument against formula.
many
compromise
which
of
his
the
ronnis, up to date; Copper avenue.
how it soothes and heals.
The senator
ing prepared to vote.
supporters, as well as the president.
FOK RENT 1 furnished houue and
says
Lodge,
from Massachusetts, Mr.
for over half a
up to dale; Third street.
would be glad to see brought about.
he Isn't ready yet. The senator from Beverldge charges Illiteracy against
J. C. ATf
brick, on South
FOR RENT
century.
Massachusetts was chairman of the both territories. He shows that there
Fourth street; $15 r,'" month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railnational convention and submitted the are 33 per cent of Illiterates in New as well begin this afternoon."
Mexico and 29 per cent In Arizona.
avenue;
per
By
road
month.
was
senate
IS
entire
the
time
this
was
So
people.
the For
resolution to the
this reason be argues that neither aroused.
adobe, corner
FOR RENT
senator from Maine in that convention. U ready for statehood. How, then. Is
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
Senator Beverldge replied that the
The situation is not new. New Mexico it going to help matters to combine proposed action was absolutely unpre-dente- FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; 12.
Before a single speech had
has been knocking for admission for the two territories Into one state?
Last night Mr. Beverldge pretended been made a vote was asked. He FOR RENT South- Second street, 2
fifty years. The question has been
to believe that the withdrawal of his
houses; modern improvements; 5
fought out in national conventions and bill was a remarkable strategic move. would promise that the senators would
proceed as rapidly as possible, but It
rooii:8 each, at $20 y.ct month.
In this body at every session."
His opinion on the subject this morn- was unheard of to ask a vote at this FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
New
Statehood
Plan.
The
The time.
ing has not been ascertained.
locations.
Efforts were making this morning to withdrawal of his bill simply leaves
Upon the promise that the senators
unite republican senators on statehood the omnibus bill before the senate In who would oppose the statehood FOR SALE New cement built house,
legislation through a compromise bill exactly the shape It came" from the speeches would begin their speeches
water heated, tinted inside and out,
which will make two new states of the house. Unless the BeverldRe commit- Monday, Senator Quay consented to
In every respect; 8
and
four territories. It Is proposed to make tee makes another move the senate adjourn until that day. Before he took
rooms and bath room; brick sideOklahoma and the Indian Territory will either have to pass the bill or vote his seat, however, he said In reply to
walk, Bluher system, on corner.
one state. New Mexico and Arizona It down.
Senator Cockrell of Missouri: "This
Price, $5,500.
reRoosevelt
told
President
another.
Dennis Flynn, delegate from Okla bill has a majority vote in the senate FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, on
publ!can senators this morning that It homa, came to the senate side early and will pass."
a corner, near shops; lots 60x142
would be most unfortunate If the party this morning and endeavored to Induce
feet. Price, 1,100.
differences over the statehood ques Senator Quay to force a test vote on
The Pride of Heroes.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet,
The
tion were not ended by some sort of a the statehood question today.
Many Boldlers In the last war wrote
Hazeldine avenue and Third street.
'.
If two new method suggested by Flynn was ac o say that for scratches, bruises, cuts, FOR SALE 4 lots corner Lead avecororromise mes".'"-states could be create from four terri- ceptable to Senator Bailey, who is wounds, corns, sore feet and stiff
nue and First street.
tories, Arizona nnd Xsw Mexico com heading the democratic senators In Joints. Bucklen's Arnica Salve is the FOR SALE
brick houee,2 lots
square
23b.GM
Quay
miles.
will
fight,
have
but Senator
bine!
the statehood
best in the world. Same for burns,
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
Ttr.as has 2Cj"50 rquare mile3. The was uncertain as to the advisability of scalds, bolls, ulcers, skin eruptions
$1,800. A bargain.
Flynn's suggestions are and piles. It cures or no pay. Only FOR SALE Lodging house IS rooms
n:!;:ii? for the proposed new state has the plans.
sugrRCFtct'.
will
bill
not
omnibus
It
be
of
some
friends
the
been
net
that
25c at all druggists.
at a bargain.
New Mexico, for hat name has always should Introduce the bill offered by the
FOR SALE Good business lots on
through
b'pn objectionable.
senate commitee on teritories
Crime at Lordsburg.
Gold avenue.
Monday morning a couple of Mexi FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
The proposition is unsatisfactory to Senator Nelson and last night withbt'i'i Tlodey cf New Mexico and Smith drawn by him. Quay should then make cans had a little difficulty and one of
avenue and Third street.
a motion to lay the bill on the table, them pulled a forty-fivcalibre Colt's FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
of Arizona.
Nothing shoit cf a republican cau thus bringing In a test vote.
revolver, and shot the other, the bul
street at a bargain; house and stable
In discussing the status of statehood let hitting over the heart. The man
cus agreement would pass it through
on land about three miles out; will
congress. The scheme, if it should go legislation, Mr. Flynn said this morn- - who was shot knew he was dead, and
sell for part cash and balance at 8
through at all, would give the demo lug:
hoping to get a little revenge before! per cent.
Only th Omnibus Bill.
crats two senators from Oklahoma. Ac
he died, pulled his knife and slashed FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
cording to the last election returns the
'The only hope for any statehood his opponent around the head, cutting
brick house.
Fourth ward,
republicans would get the senators legislation is through the passage of him up nicely, but not seriously, be
with bath room and all modern con
All
by
stands.
just
as
it
of
bill
union
omnibus
the
from the state formed
the
fore they were separated. The wound
veniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
New Mex!co and Arizona. It Is doubt these counter propositions will simply ed men were taken to Dr. Crocker's
cement
sidewalks and lawn.
ful, however, if the republicans could result In complicating the statehood office. The man who had been shot
SALE On North First street, 3
carry the now state in view of the cer situation. That is true of the New declared the bullet had gone through FOR
room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet, X
tain antagonisms which the forced un- Mexico and Arizona proposition and Is him. The doctor opened his shirt, for $1,100; can be b iught on Install- - I
Indian
Ion of the two territories would cre also true of the Oklahoma and
found another shirt with a bullet hole
ments if purchaser desires.
a
Territory scheme. Single statehood through It, opened that and found
ate.
10 acres near the new X
for Oklahoma and the Indian Territory an undershirt with no hole in It. The FOR SALE
Mr. Quay in Control.
wooien mm; aiso some acreage on
As the statehood situation stood this together Is out of the question. We bullet had gone through two shirts,
North Fourth street.
In
omnl
or
fall
the
morning, the friends cf the omnibus must either stand
and had been stopped by the third, un- FOR SALE
brick house and
bill have the republican steering com bus measure."
large
was
a
The
bruise.
der which there
bath room; good stable, chicken
If there were In either the senate or doctor admitted the third shirt, owing
mittee routed. Mr. Quay is apparent
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
ly master of the situation. The with house genuine support for a meritor to the length of time it had ueen. worn,
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
referrepublican
drawal of tho bill which the
ious bill creating states without
had great stopping ability but was sur'
is a snap.
membership of the committee on terrl- - ence to their political complexion or prised to find it had stopped a Colt's
SALE Brick house, 8 rooms
torles had Industriously labored over influence on national legislation sever 45. The slxshooter was examined and FOR
bath, good stable. Lots 150x142
with
meas
compromise
as
strategic
move
numerous
not
of
was
a
al
for weeks
the
in it was found two empty 6hells of
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
A) many newspaper correspondents de-- ures suggested would be far prefera- what had been cartridges for a small
brick house,
clared this morning. On the other ble to the omrflbus bill as It now bulldog pocket pistol, an unexplodod FOR SALE Fine
North Fourth street; bath room;
hand It was an open confession of stands. No supporter of the omnibus cartridge of the same kind, and two
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
weakness. The senate oligarchy dis bill is satisfied with all of its provls full grown Colt's cartridges. Luckily
walks.
several
bulldozing
Bailey
has
tactics Ions.
Senator
covered that Its
these two had come last, instead of at
4
could not Intimidate Quay. The young amendments he would like to offer first. The wounded man considered FOR SALE One mile out, acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
er and less experienced republican and other senators who want state his recovery .a miracle. Lordsburg
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
senators believed themselves in safe hood legislation would like to perfect Liberal.
Good
house and stable. The place
and'
an
ways.
many
company
with
Quay
But
with
republican
the bill in
is in a fine location, near Mountain
Piatt of New York, who controlled the alert opposition thoroughly schooled
A Timely Topic.
Road; was formerly called the Mid
biggest delegations In a national con- In parliamentary tactics and thorough.
At this season of coughs and colds
vale property; will be sold cheap,
vention of republicans. The republi- - ly determined to defeat all legislation It is well to know that Foley's Honey
SALE Good lodging house; also
FOR
have
bill
of
Isn't
the
steering
friends
committee
can senate
If possible the
and Tar Is the greatest throat and lung
good lodging and boarding house.
big enough to read these two senators concluded that the only safe plan is to remedy. It cures quickly and prevent
party.
The stand firm againBt all changes. They serious results from a cold. Alvarado FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooma,
out of the republican
with oath room, furnished; in High
charge of commercialism against Quay fear the result In the bouse If the bill Pharmacy.
lands; splendid location; trees, sta
gent
If
statehood
making
body.
opportunity
u
to
of
back
that
cave him an
ble, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms
a personal plea for his colleagues, legislation becomes s. question of dlt
ATTACKED CATRON.
cash 50j, balance on installments
Statehood for New Mexico has become fcrence between the two nouses, it is
I
the month, at 6 per cent interest
doomed to defeat, because neither Mr, Col. Tom Smith Sought to Settl a
the paramount Issue with him.
paid.
until
Quay has been loyal to Roosevelt Henderson, speaker of the house, nor
Grudge in Washington.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
when other renubllcan senators have Mr. Frve. president of the senate. Is
ago
The Citizen
A few days
rooma and bath room; electric lights
sought to stab the administration in friendly to any Btatehood legislation
a special dispatch from
and all modern improvements, in a
These conditions are not understood
the back. No one has ever suspected
giving briefly the result of a quar
delefine location. Price, 5.500.
any
of
a
the
of
Pennsylvania
of
by
constituents
the
the senator from
rel between Hon. T. B. Catron and
scheme to build a presidential sent!- - gates and well meaning but Ignorant Col. Thomas Smith. The dispatch to FOR S.'.LE The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
ment around Hanna. When other sen- - advocates of all kinds of measures are the St. Louis
on the
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
ators urged their state conventions to making no end of trouble with thel subject says:
Prb-$2,250.
go slow in the matter of endorsing persistent lobbying.
Washington, Dec. 11. Col. Tom
Both Rodey of New Mexico and Smith, of Washington, formerly chief FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Roosevelt for 1904 and talked about
Third street, between Tijeras road
lack of precedent. Quay replied: "We Smith of Arizona declared this mornterritory of New Mex
and Marquettj avenue; good locaIt is, ing that their territories would not ac Justice for theattempt
will establish a precedent."
ico,
an
last night to setion for business.
therefore, not a matter of surprise that cept statehood under the proposea cure made
a fisticuff settlement of an aid FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
combination."
President Roosevelt wants a compro- - New Mexico-Arizonagainst Hon. T. B. Catron
park, on West Copper avenue, good
"We prefer to remain a territory for- - grudge
niise.
congress from New
bricK uouse, with all modern imever," said Mr. Rodey this morning. former delegate In
Mr. Beveridge'a Blunder.
talking In the
provements and will be sold cheap.
Beverldge. whatever else he may or Senator Quay submitted several peti Mexico. Mr. Catron was
with some gentle FOR SALE
urlck house near
mav not have done, has made a Bad tions this morning from the Indian rotunda of a hotel
men from New Mexico when he Baw
shops, with good stable and other immeBS of his committee work. He has Territory against single Btatehood for
Mr. Smith in another part of the hotel
provements, on a corner; will be sold
caused to be printed In every paper In Oklahoma and the Indian lerntory. He went to greet him and was me
For
was
Pleasant
from
at a bargain.
of
indictment
an
One
thee
States
United
the
Smith
Mr.
attempted
assault.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
against the people of Arizona and New ter. chief o? tie ofrhe five tribes and with an
Mr,
convention. started the fight by leading for
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
An oportun'.ty was offered chairm'-"")t- i
Mexico.
ar.n.vor
A Tl rt
Ouav
the official Catron with his right, his left being
Vl
anil- UTfirHa
Iiinnllnn "h"1
with 3 lots. Price. $2,400.
iriirnu
- - ajfcfhat
11 ill ui ju&b"6
r
'
"
'get an umbrella Into FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
he Instituted comparisons for the sole signatures be printed aWit.rt or the busy In trying to
sidestepped
and
Another resolution wa action. Mr. Catron
sentiment, document.
North Fifth street; $1,000; good loMr. Smith was unable to recover him
cation.
The sa'ue argument he submitted in from a mass meeting at South MAlls self. He plunged to the floor by
the FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
these comparisons between the popu- - ter.
force of his own blow and had faile
Mr. Quay Startled Them.
West Coal avenue; also some good
lations of New York and Arizona, ana
Senator Quay finally took the breath to recover when time was counted
ranches for sale.
between Chicago and New Mexico
evening Mr. Smith mad FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and boardLater la
nnld annlv as between New York away from Senator Beveridge and the an effort the renew
to
the fifiht, but was
supporting him at
ing house in a good location and cenand Rhode Island and between Phila republican senators
2 o'clock this afternoon by asking for taken In charpe ly friends who took
trally situated, near depot and shops.
delphla and Delaware,
him
bill.
from
the hotel.
FOR SALE 3 lots corner New York
From his Bick bed Mr. Hale of Maine a vote on the omnibus statehood
measure
avenue and Seventh street.
has sent Instructions to his lieutenants This was the only statehood
A Cold Wave.
Mr. Quay a rebrick bouse; lot
SALE
FO.l
and advi; e to Beveridge as to the man- before the senate and question that
The forecast of sudden chances I
60x142 feet; $1,500.
ner In which the fight against the ter- quest proved beyond all
the'
a
necserves
hoarse
weather
notice
that
New the friends of Btatehood nad tne
house, North Sec
FOR SALE
ritories should be conducted.
voice and a heavy couh may invade
2 lots for $1,100.
street;
England has never wanted a territory essary votes to pass the b'.ll.
ond
Senator Beveridge was on his feet In the sanctity of health in your home. FOR SALE Brick house,
with
west of the Allegheny mountains adsenat- Cautious ieo le have a bottle of One
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
mitted to the union of states, unless It an instant. He said numerous
Cough
always
to
hand.
Cure
Minute
at
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
was in the case ofcKansas. It 6hould ors had Informed him they wanted to E. H. Wise,
Madison, Ga.. writes: "I
corner South Edith street; $1,300.
come in to help strengthen an Usue make speeches and It was not fair
am indebted to One Minute Cough
time.
SALE Fine property close in;
FOR
for which New England contended. force them to a vote at this
Senator Quay said in reply that In Cure for my present Rood health, and
Gallinger of New Hampshire is for
brick house and stable, modern immy
probably
life." It cures coughs,
provements ; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
statehood.but Gallinger U independent his opinion the majority ofb!llBenators
and he colds, LaGrippe, bronchitis, pneumonia
in hla ideas and as fearless as Hoar. were ready to vote on the
wind mill and tank; will be sold
and all throat and lung troubles. Oue
cheap.
Aldrich and Hale seem to think that was sure they were prepared.
"If Senator Beveridge could give Minute Cough Cure cuts the phlegm, FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
tome grlevouB wrong Is about to be
any
of
assurances as to time when a vote draws out the Inflammation, heals and
State
glorious
and
great
Good location; cheap.
done the
counues
be taken I would gladly yield, soothes the mucous membranes and
could
Rhode Island, with its three
necessary to fight for a strengthens the lungs. J. II. O'Rielly
no larger than Utah school districts, but If It Is
Quay, "we bad just & Co. B. H. Briggg & Co.
Senator
Maine,
said
vote,"
of
state
progressive
and the

suitable present

COLUMN

tor
He

15 1902

better

Tested

something that will be appreciated something
characteristic of the country something "INDIAN' you will
have no trouble in finding just what you want in our store.
to sen East
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positively have the largest and best selected stock of
Indian Goods in the World
WE ARE MAKING AN ESPECIALLY LOW PRICE
ON NAVAJO BLANKETS AND DRAWN WORK

Hyde
Exploring Expedition
205 5.

OPPOSITE ALVARADO
HOTEL

First Street

ESStS

The following are some of the many

CHRISTHAS

PRESENTS
to be had at the

No Name

THE PRICbS

Store, and

ARERIHT

Globe-Democr-

e,

a

fent

1

"

I

B.

F. DUNBAB.

Leather and Celluloid Goods
Toy "Wheelbarrows
Beautiful Picluiea
Hocking Horses
Games of all Sorts
Fancy Stationery

ts
Doll Buggies and
Iron Wagons
Wooden Wagons
Go-Car-

Medallions
Fancy China

and other goods too numerous to
mentionall at bargain prices
COME AND SEE FOR YOURSELVES

NO

NAE

Balph Springtr. Prop.

STORE
116 West Gold Ave
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FAMINE IN FREIGHT CARS.

WllLlUl

Instant

GLEASNER
216

SOBlh

1- -2

Second St.
Albnqaerqae
DEVOE'S

READY-MIXE-

PAIN

D

One Gallon cover auu Square Feet
TWO COATS

Faimtcr's Supplies

'
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Need for 50,000 Cars In This

Country.
News telegrams from one point and
another emphasize the fact that the
country's most remarkable famine of
these days is not in things to eat or to
burn, though it is contributory to local
shortages In both fuel and food. This
Is a famine 1". .".v:ght cars and locomotives. Its effects reach across the
whole country, though they bring the
hardest experiences to the west and
southwest.
Freight enrs have Increased in number in the last eight years from 1,228,-78- 1
to nearly 1.500,000. The increase
in carrying capacity Is much greater
than these figures show, for while the
cars of 1894 would rarely take over
20,000 pounds and never over 30.000,
those of 1901 run an high as 100,000
pounds, and among the cars In use
today those carrying at least 60,000 to
80,000 ore the prevailing number. In
1894 there were L'O.SOt locomotives;
now there are n!out 40.0.D, and from
machines seldom weighing over 60
tons we hp.ve mine to engines rarely
falling below lS ton.i. Cnnio monsters
weigh 203 tore.
tonnage in the
But mileage an-freight business have more than kept
pace with can luge capacity. In 1194
the cars' thirtod 074,714,474 tons ot
goods end produce. In 1901 the tonnage was 1,084.066,451. The estimate
for 1C02 Is 1,100,000,000 tons. Traffic
at the moment calls for 50,000 more
cars than are available, and the demand la increasing.

What 8 In a Name?
Everything is in the name when it
8lngle buggy harness $5.00 to $20.00. comes to Witch Hazel Salve. E. C.
Double buggy harness, (15.00 to $25. DeWltt & Co. of Chicago, discovered,
X C and Brats Mounted, harness, Borne years ago, how to make a salve
$15.50 to $20.00.
from Witch Hazel that is a specific for
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
plies. For blind, bleeding, itching and
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
protruding piles, eczema, cuts, burns,
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50.
bruises and all skin diseases DeWitt's
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse Salve has no equal. This has given
Blankets, etc., etc.
rise to numerous worthless counter-felts- .
Ask for DeWitt's the genuine.
J. H. O'RIelly & Co. B. H. Briggs &
406 Railroad Ave
Mbuquerque Co.
See the Prices See the Goods.

Thos F. Kelfilier

MADISON

A. SKINNER

T.

DISSATISFIED.

Dealer In

Wants Santa Fe to Improve Its Train
Service.
Madison, Kan., people are ail very
much disgusted with the Santa Fe
train service since the last change in
206 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE the time card. Business men and
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
stock men do much of their business
by telegraph, as there is no telling
when they will get their mall.
There Is strong talk of the Missouri
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Pacific putting on a new train that
Successor to Balling Bros.
will arrive in Madison in the morning
Wedding : Oake : a : Specialty from the east with all the eastern mail
and morning papers.
The business
We desire patronage, and we
men are all willing to pledge their
guarantee first-clas- s
baking.
business to the Missouri Pacific if they
E07 8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N. M. will do this.

Staple and

Fancy Groceries

PIONEER BAKERY

If you fell ill and need a pill
Why not purchase the best?
DeWitt's Early Risers
Are little surprlsers.
Take one they do the rest.
W. H. Howell, Houston, Tex,, wrltes-- I
have used Little Early Riser Pills
in my family for constipation, sick
headache, etc. To their use I am indebted for the health of my family. J.
H. O Rielly & Co. B. H. Briggs & Co.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
West Railroad Avenue.

1IJV

wK4044K4wO4K404
HOTEL CLAIRE...

2

SANTA FE, N. M
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, 8TEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN-

-

GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.

BC0OOOOOOOOOo
Railroad Time Tables

CONNECTING LINK.
Island Will Soon Let Contract
for 265 Miles.
It is reported at Fort Worth that
within the next sixty days contracts
will be let for building 265 miles of
railroad by the Rock Island system,
connecting Pueblo with Santa Rosa.
The object is to secure for the Rock
Rock

Tapped
14 Times
Edwin W. Joy's Test Case of

Bright's Disease.
TTTHEN THE SAN FRANCISCO BlSIEP
men who Incorporated the Jco. J. Fulioa
Ob. were putting the Fulton Compounds to
practical teats In car es of Bright's Disc ase and
Diabetes, Edwin W. Joy, the Kearny street
druggist, storr-oone of the iavesllgstorsaDd
aid he bad a friend who had an advanced ease
of Dright's Diaoase and was beyond human aid.
Joy eiplainr-- I list be bad been In one of the
Urgnc ty
bad ben tapp-- d nearly a
doi D times and was so weak thai hiscaxe was
looked upon as so
Unit Lis ruoorery
would create a sensation and that it would tie
a line ient for the cvmpound. We mid Joy to
send the patient's brother down. Iln eam-- and
wegavebintt treatment. Joy started for a
trip around the world, fully eiuoctiLg 03 his
return to find that bis friund bad Joined tba
Sil'-majority.
We now skip ten months. Joy has returned.
S is friend is not only still living, but Instead
a month apart, as formercf the tappings
ly, Le baa not omn tapped forover an niontbi,
aod innlead of being connues io a hospital he is
living at home and la now d mu on the street
oa ly and growing Htronyer all the time. There
la no wider knoa u druggist on the l acino Coast
than Edwin W. .To .
Interested parties will find him at hlsstorrs
t Kearny and I'uhfnrnia Mreeia. shin he will
confirm tlu no lu;Mtrtant facta and rive the details Tueeliuirof tne Overland Monthly Investigated the auure citae and ccrudud to lis
enure correctness.

'
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(In Effect Nov.

1, 1902.)

bop-les-
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ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.
No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No.7.Mex. & Cal. Ex press.. 10: 05 p.m.
No. 3, California Limited .... 10 : 50 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:55 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.
ARRIVES FROM SOUTH.
No. 22, Atlantic Express .... 7: 10 a.m
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Mexico Express
11:00 pm.
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2. Atlantic Express
8:06 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
Medlral works atriethat Brlrht'e Disease
No. 1, California Express.... 8:15p.m.
Diabetes are Incurable, but h7 Pr cent are
No. 3, California Limited. .. .11:00 a.m. and
positively recovering under the Fulton ComNo. 7, Mex. & Cal. Express. .10:45 p.m. pounds. (Dropsy. Bladder Trouble, KtieumatUm
No. 7 will carry mall from the east from urie acid, and the minor kidney disease
are soon relieved.) Price, II fr Bright's Disand No. .1 from the west.
ease and t 60 for Diubetio ComnouuJ.
Free
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited tests made for patients. Descriptive pamphlet
or
mailed
free.
Call
J.
Fulton
Oi.,
John
address
and they arrive daily.
Mills Building, Montgomery struct, Sau
Local freight No. 89. going south.
J. H. ORielly & Co., Sole Agents,
carries passengers.
Albuquerque.
F. U MYERS, Agent
j

-

Frua-Clso-
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IT'S

YOUR DUTY

To be strong and healthy, especially
when such a reliable remedy for stomach, liver and kidney Ills as Hostetter's
Stomach Bitters can be obtained from
any Druggist. It will strengthen the
nerves, improve the appetite and absolutely cure Headache, Nausea, Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Constipation, Chills
or Malaria. Try a bottle.
Also obtain a copy of our 1903 Almanac from your Druggist. It is free.

Island another outlet from Denver and
Colorado Springs to the Pacific coast
by the way of El Paso, and at the same
time tap the immense coal fields at
Trinidad, Colo. The Rock Island line
from Liberal, Kan., runs through Santa
Rosa to a connection with the Southern
at El Paso, and the proposed line from Pueblo will be the conHOSTETTER'S
necting link in the system between
Colorado and the Pacific coast. The
STOMACH BITTERS
Rock Island now uses the tracks of the
Denver & Rio Grande between Colorado Springs and Pueblo, but when the
proposed line is finished it Is under- vice of the Pennsylvania Railroad
twenty years, alstood the road will lay its own tracks company for the pastyoung
a
though
still
is
man. Mrs.
he
from Colorado Springs to Pueblo.
Norton will arrive from Pittsburg after
the holidays and both will make their
CHAMBERLAIN'S
STOMACH
AND LIVER TABLETS. home in Santa Fe.
Try them
"Itching hemorrhoids
were the
When you fell dull after eating
plague of my life. Was almost wild.
When you have no appetite.
When you have a bad taste in the Doan's Ointment cured nie quickly and
permanently, after doctors bad failed."
mouth.
C. F. Cornwell, Valley Street, Sauger-ties- ,
When your liver is torpid.
N. Y.
When your bowels are constipated.
When you have a headache.
nas reConductor O. P. Coleman
When you feel bilious.
to Ssn Marcial,
turned
Trinidad
from
They will improve your appetite,
went several weeks ago to atcleanse and invigorate your stomach where he
the
business of a brother, who
to
tend
your
regulate
liver and bowels. was ill.
and
For sale by all druggists.
H. T. Mclntyre, St. Paul, Minn., who
A lazy liver makes a lazy man. Burhas been troubled with a disordered dock Blood Bitters Is the natural,
stomach, says: "Chamberlain's Stom- never failing remedy for a lazy liver.
ach and Liver Tablets do me more
A car load of telegraph poles caught
good than anything I have ever taken."
fire from the engine between San AnFor sale by all druggists.
tonio and Arny the other day, and the
o
It is announced by good authority load was run on the siding at the latthat the Santa Fe will erect a new ter point, while the flames devoured
storehouse at San Bernardino, Cal. the car and Its contents.
The new building will be about 200
Dr. Wood's Norway Pine Syrup
feet in length and the cost will prob
seems especially adapted to the needs
ably be about $6,000.
of the children. Pleasant to take;
soothing in its influence; It Is the remKodol Dyspepsia Cure.
Digests all classes of food, to'nes and edy of all remedies for every form of
strengthens the stomach and digestive throat and lung disease.
organs. Cures dyspepsia, indigestion,
Fred R. Easley, a San Marcial car
stomach, troubles and makes rich red repairer, had the misfortune to suffer
blood, health and strength. Kodol rethe breaking of his right arm while on
builds wornout tissues, purifies, stren- duty Thursday. He was
sent to the
gthens and sweetens the stomach. Gov. Las Vegas hospital.
G. W. Atkinson, of W. Va., says: I
have used a number of bottles of Kodol
Ordinary household accidents have
and have found it to be a very effective no terrors when there's a bottle of Dr.
and, indeed, a powerful remedy for Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil In the medicine
stomach ailments. I recommend it to chest. Heals burns, cuts, bruises,
my friends. J. H. O'RIelly & Co. B. sprains. Instant relief.
II. Briggs & Co.
J. W. McCoach returned to his duCharlie Wadlington, wno carries the ties in the auditing department of the
punch on the stub train from Rincon to Mexican Central after a visit to San
Lake Valley, spent several days at Marcial.
Demlng as a witness In the Molina .
.Acker's Blood Ellxer positively cures
murder case.
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofulous affections. At all times a matchSaved at Grave's Brink.
"I know I would long ago have been less system tonic purifier. Money refunded if you are not satisfied. 60c
In my grave," writes Mrs. S. H. New-soof Decatur, Ala., "if it had not and $1. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B.
been for Electric Bitters. For three H. Briggs & Co.
years I suffered untold agony from the
Atanasio Romero, contractor, and S.
forms of indigestion, waterbrash, stom- O. Fletcher,
inspector, are out inach and bowel dyspepsia. But this ex- specting ties the
to turn over to the Santa
me
cellent medicine did
a world of Fe Central.
good. Since using it I can eat heartily and have gained 35 pounds." For
A Good Cough Medicine.
indigestion, loss of appetite, stomach,
(From the Gazette, Toowoomba,
liver and kidney troubles Electric Bit- Australia.)
ters are a postive, guaranteed cure.
I find Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Only 60 cents at all druggists.
Is an excellent medicine. I have been
suffering from a severe cough for the
F. A. Dempsey, traveling superin- last two months, and
it has effected
tendent of the dining car system of a cure. I have great pleasure
in
the Santa Fe's limited trains, was an
it. W. C. Wockner. This
Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
is the opinion of one of our oldest and
To Get Rid of a Troublesome Corn. most respected residents, and has been
First soak it in warm water to soften voluntarily given in good faith that
it, then pare it down as closely as pos- others may try the remedy and be
sibly without drawing tne olood and benefited, as was Mr. Wockner. TblB
apply Chamberlain's Pain Balm twice remedy is sold by all druggists.
daily; rubbing vigorously for five minCapt. R. M. Spivey,
Topcka, travutes at each application. A corn plast- eling Inspector for the ofHarvey system
er should be worn for a few days, to of eating houses, is In
the city, having
protect it from the shoe. As a general
arrived from the north yesterday.
liniment for sprains, bruises, lameness
and rheumatism, Pain Balm Is
Had a Good Time.
For sale by all druggists.
A. J. Snell wanted to attend a party,
but was afraid to do so on account of
A. M. Bergere, of Santa Fe, received pains
In his stomach, which he
a letter from Denver informing him would grow worse. He says: feared
"I was
that the Moffat road had changed its telling my troubles to a lady friend,
survey so that it will run through
who
'Chamberlain's Colic, CholSouth Boulder canyon Instead of Coal era said:
Remedy will put
and
Diarrhoea
somecreek. This will shorten the road
you in condition for the party.' I
thing like fifty miles and will go bought
a bottle and take pleasure in
through a better mining country. The
work will be of the heaviest kind and stating that two doses cured me and
will be one mass of cuts, and It is es- enabled me to have a good time at the
party." Mr. Snell is a resident of Sumtimated that the grading contract will
cost $2,000,000. Work will shortly be- mer Hill, N. Y. This remedy Is for
gin, as the contracts will be opened sale by all druggists.
this month.
J. W. Records, master mechanic for
spent Sunday in
A kidney or bladder trouble can al- the Santa Fe Central,
ways be cured by using Foley's Kidney the city with his family and went to
Santa Fe this morning.
Cure In time. Alvarado Pharmacy.
A Thousand Dollar's Worth of Good.
Mrs. R. L. McCance, wife of the audA. H. Thurnes, a well known coal
itor of the Pennsylvania Development
company and or the Santa Fe Central operator of Buffalo, O., writes: "I have
Railway company, Is expected to ar- lcn afflicated with kidney and blad
rive during the coming week from der trouble for years passing gravel or
Pittsburg, Pa., and will --spend the win- stones with excruciating pain. I got
no relief from medicines until I began
ter at Santa Fe.
taking Foley's Kidney Cure, then the
Foley's Honey and Tar positively result was surprising. A few doses
cures all throat and lung diseases. Re- started the brick dust like fine stones
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. and now I have no pain across my kidneys and feel like a new man. It has
It is reported that the Santa Fe Rail- done me a $1000 worth of good." Alvarway company has struck a remarkable ado Pharmacy.
flow of water near the station of
The Mutual tiunuing association of
Chaves on the western division. - The
flow is said to be a most heavy one Albuquerque
is managed at a very
small expense. The stockholders and
and a small river has been started.
borrowers thereby deriving the special
Don't be Imposed upon by taking benefits that most loan association!
substitutes offered for Foley's Honey pay to their officers and solicitors.
and Tar. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Buy some stock in the series
begun in October, take out a loan and
E. G. Norton, of Pittsburg, Pa., has
arrived and bag accepted a position as own your home by making small
chief clerk to General Manager Harry mouthly payments. Instead ot paying
Alexander of the Santa Fe Central rail- rent. A. E. Walker, secretary.
way. Mr. Norton is an experienced
Acorn base buruera. The world's
railroad man, having been in the ger- - standard. Whitney Comapny.
j

j
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PINKERTONS.

Protective Bureau Organized to Ferret
Out Ticket Frauds.
All. barriers against the organization
of the most powerful railroad protective bureau In the history of railroading were removed at Chicago when
the Joint meeting of the executive committees of the Western and Central
Passenger associations decided to tax
the association membership In the proposed protective bureau.
Commissioner Donald, of the Central
Passenger association, showed the
memlers how the bureau would not interfere with any individual action the
various passenger associations might
desire to take and would, in addition,
be of Inestimable value.
The work of the bureau will be in
charge of the Plnkerton detective
agency, and will consist of watching
and running down ticket forgers and
manipulators throughout the entire
country.

HOLIDAY

ACKER'S

Via

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS
cure dyspepsia ana all disorders arising lroni Indigestion. Fndorsed by physicians every where. Sold by all druggists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial
package free by writing to W. H. Hooker fc Co.. Buffalo, N. Y. J. H. O'RIelly
& CO.. and B. H. Briggs & Co

Santa Fe Pacific Watch Inspector T.

Y. Maynard Is out west on official busi-

ness.
Col. R. E. Twltchell, assistant solicitor for the Santa Fe, was down from
Las Vegas yesterday.
M. R. Williams, traveling inspector
of bridges and buildings for the Santa
Fe, was an Albuquerque visitor yesterday.
Superintendent S. E. Busser, of the
Santa Fe reading room system, and
wife, arrived from the north last night
and arc spending the day In the city.

"Harry

Duckwell, aged 25 years,
to death early yesterday
morning at his home, in the presence
of his wne and child. He contracted
a slight cold a few days ago and paid
but little attention to It. Yesterday
morning he was seized with a fit of
coughing which continued for some
time. His wife sent for a physician
but beferc he could arrive, another
coughing spell came on and Duckwell
died from suffocation. St. Louis Globe
Democrat, December 1, 1901." Ballard's Horehound Syrup would have
saved him. 25c, 50c and $1.00 at Cos
mopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.

COUGHS AND COLDS IN CHILDREN chocked

Recommendation of a Well Known
Chicago Physician.
I use and prescribe Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for almost all obstinate
constricted coughs, with direct results.
I prescribe it to children of all ages.
Am glad to recommend It to all in
need and seeking relief from colds
and coughs and bronchial afflictions.
It is
and safe in the hands
of the most unprofessional. A universal panacea for all mankind. Mrs.
Mary R. Melendy, M. D. Ph. D., Chicago, 111. This remedy is for sale by
all druggists.
c
LAYS DOWN THE LAW.
c

John McNeil Says Engines Must Not
Be Loaned to U. P.
John McNeil, grand president of the
Boilermakers' union, who Is in Omaha,
notified the Southern Pacific road that
the loaning of engines by that line to
the Union Pacific would precipitate a
general strike of hollermakers employed by the former. McNeil claims that
engines Intended for other railroads
are being turned over to the Union Pacific, and says a general strike of
will be declared on roads
which are loaning locomotives if such
action continues.
Ballard's Horehound Syrup.
Immediately relieves hoarse, croupy
cough, oppressed, rattling, rasping and
difficult breathing. Henry C. Stearns,
rugglst Shullsburg, Wisconsin, writes-Ma20, 1901: "I have been selling
Ballard's Horehound Syrup for two
years, and have never had a prepara
tion that has given better satisfaction.
I notice that when I sell a bottle, they
come back for more. I can honestly rec
ommend it; 25c, 50c and $1.00 at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy B. Ruppe.
y

Passenger trains No. 7 and No. 1,
from the north, due Saturday night,
and No. 3 from the same direction, due
yesterday morning, arrived in a bunch
yesterday about noon.
The trains
from the west. No. 8 of Saturday, and
No. 2 of Sunday morning, arrived
shortly after 11 o'clock. Trains of last
night and this morning arrived about
on time.
He Found a Cure.

Foster, 318 Second street, 8alt
Lake City, writes: "I have been bothR. H.

ered with dyspepsia or indigestion for
twenty one years, have tried many
doctors without relief, but I have
found a cure in Herbine. I recommend
it to all my friends, who are afflicted
that way, and it is curing them, too.
50c at Cosmopolitan rharmacy. B.
Ruppe.
C. W. Shattuck, traveling passenger
agent for the Baltimore &. Ohio, spent
yesterday In the city and went south
this morning.

Fresn Cut Flowers.
IVES. THE FLORIST.
DEMING.
A Frfw

Pointers About a Good Town In
Southern New Mexico.
Keep your eye on Demlng.
Demlng- has just been Incorporated.
Demlng, the coming city 6f New Mex
-

ico.

Demlng has a magnificent school sys
tem.
Demlng, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
Demlng. the gateway to the beat part of
Old Mexico.
Demlng! Don't overlook it If you are
looking for a safe and paying Investment.
Demlng, the seat of the new county of
Luna.
Demlng Is the great mining center of
the southwest.
Demlng water Is chemically pure-equto Polnn springs.
Demlng has increased GO per cent In pop
ulation In four years.
Demlng water and pure oxone make
strong and healthy people.
Investments in Demlng lots will double
and treble in one year.
Demlng has now a large Ice plant and
electric light system under contract.
In Demlng the demand for rental
houses Is five times In excess of the supply.
Demlng has an abundance ot water for
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or gar
dens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
Investment.
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
at better rates than In the old established
towns.
At Demlng you can buy lots t $100
which will pay you 100 per cent in less
than twelve months.
In Demlng another good hotel is needed
to accommodate the enormous Increase of
population.
Demlng Is a great health result has no
superior In climate for the cure of pulmonary troubles.
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
Two large plants will be Installed within
the year.
Why buy high priced lots when you can
get them In Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured?
Agricultural lands in Demlng are unsurpassed for fertility, production of fruits
and vegetables of all kind
Demlng offers the same opportunities
now that the most prosperous cities In the
west offered several years ago.
Demlng needs one hundred new houses
to supply the demand, and needs them
now. This demand continues to grow.
Demlng ships over 100.000 head of cattle
annually; la the center of the greatest
breeding region In the southwest and cattlemen all know this.
al
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W. L. Brackett 4. Co.,
on Copper ave

If you do not buy much soap at a
time you buy often and it amounts to
a considerable item In a year. See
that you get a full sized cake of soap
that will do good work. Lenox Soap
cakes have the size and no soap will
do more work.
4
Any man who doesn't take advant
age of our great shirt sale by laying In
a supply for the next twelve months,
ought not to wear any. The Lion
Store.

The Union
Market
807

Gold Avenue.

TV
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W
WM. GOETTINQ A CO.,

Proprietor.

All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

COLUMBUS HOTEL
street.

204 South Second

First Class Rooms and Board. Rate
Reasonable.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.

Coney Island

RESTATJBANT
Railroad Avenue.
No. 118

BEST

MEALS IN

THE

CITY.

MEALS, 25c.

REGULAR

Short Order at Any Price.

i8

y

it

Telephone Service

TE8AINS

nue, between Second and Third streets,
have received a new rubber tiring
machine and guarantee their work.
They do horseshoeing as a specialty.

West

f

-

A

the new blacksmiths

Topeka A 8anta Fe
Railroad.
For the Christmas and New Year
holidays round trip tickets will be
sold via the Santa Fe to all points on
Fl Paso line including El Paso and
La Junta and to all points on Rincon-Slive- r
City branch. Rate, one fare for
round trip with minimum selling rate
cf 50 cents; dates of sale, December
24, 25 and 31 and January 1, 1903; limit, continuous passage In each direction, going passage to commence date
of sale; final return limit on all tickets
Junuary 2, 1903.
Holiday Rates for Students and
Teachers On presentation of certificate of a proper officer of educational
Institutions certifying that applicant
is a regular student er teacher connected with that Institution and is going home for vacation, round trip tickets will be sold to all points on Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe and connecting lines. Rate one fare for round trip
with minimum selling rate of $1. except to points east of Missouri river;
rate will be one fare to Missouri river
d
and fare and
east thereof for
round trip. Dates of sale, closing day
of school and day after but not earlier
than December 12 or later than December 20. Limits, continuous passage,
commencing date of sale; final return
limit the day institution reopens, but
In no case later than January 8. 1903.
Kansas City and Return $32.50 via
Santa Fe Annual convention National Live Stock association, Kansas City
January 13 to 16; rate one standard
fare plus $2 for round trip. Dates of
sale, January 11 and 12, 1903. Limits,
going passage to commence date ot
sale; return limit January 16, except
that by depositing ticket with Joint
agent not later than January 16, and
upon payment of a fee of 50 cents return limit will be extended to leave
Kansas City on January 31, 1903. Con
tinuous passage in each direction.
Reduced Rate to Las Vegas Newt
Mexico Christian Endeavor Union, December 25 to 28. Rate, one fare for
round trip; date of sale December 24,
1902; limits, continuous passage each
direction; return limit January 2. 1903.
F. L. MYERS, AgenL
Atchison

one-thir-

Coughs, Colds, and Constipation.
people realize when taking
cough medicine other than Foley's
Honey and Tar, that they contain
MEN AND WOMEN.
opiates which are constipating besides
Tt tiff tor unnatural
being unsafe, particularly for children.
dlw harnM,lnl1aniuiailioiia,
M
Foley's Honey and Tar contains no alefcj
M SftiiulM lfl IrrtUUout or ulrrtlona
membrane.
st itrlotvr. ofTniinucoai
opiates. Is safe and sure and will not
ulaa anil not aatrtu
fTalTHE EvmCHEMKlAl 0). Kent or poUtmotia.
constipate. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Kola. t DrareUta.
or amit in plain w rapper,
John A. Roach and W. E. Hulse,
hr
rra, prepaid, for
$1.00. or l.ottl- i t2.76.
with the Ftnta Fe surveyors, were AlCircular aut oa raquett.
buquerque visitors yesterday.
The local yards are crowded with
freight, which the trainmen are unable
to move on account of the shortage of
motive power.

Ftw

RATES.

TOD WANT?

Are cperaitd by the

QUICK AND RELIADLEI

o

Before buying your boy a new winter
overcoat, you should see our line. We
have Just received all the latest styles.
The long military, double breasted coat
is very popular for boys from 4 to 8;
$5.50 up. Simon Stern, Railroad Ave
nue Clothier.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
..ND TELEGRAPH CO.
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L'ilNGIIAM, MEMPHIS,.

notice.

The Rico Cafs serves the best meals
tbe city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 6 cents up, 111 North First

--

Between

o

In

PErmaoYAL
i"?v.,..,..0rl'""'

And tha

Excellent Dinners.
Tbe Columbus hotel, 204 South Second street, upstairs, has an established
reputation for first class dinners, family style.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, proprietress.
Boys' and Youths' Overcoats.
Just received, a handsome assortment of boys' and youths' overcoats,
comprising all tbe latest styles, from
the long, loose coats bo very popular!
to tbe short reefers. All qualities and
every price Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.
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FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
Ladles can depend upon securing
permanent relief frorq irregular or
painful periods by using these wafers.
Safe and sure at all times.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purchasing only from our agent.
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Importers.
V. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
corner Railroad avenue and Third
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
for Bernalillo county..
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Passenger Train Wrecked

at Tipton,

New Mexico.

ENGINE EXPLOSION

NEAR

All manner of rumors

Shoes and Slippers for Christmas Gifts

were afloat
yesterday regarding the wreck of pas
Bcnger train No. 2 at Tipton, about
twenty-fivmiles east of Las Vegas
The wreck occurred about 3:45 Satur
day afternoon, the entire train com
posed of mail car, two baggage cars,
a day coach, chair car and tourist car,
left the tracks.
Superintendent
Fox's private car
and two coaches were dispatched to
the scene of the wreck, with doctors
and supplies, besides the wrecking
train.
The only perpon Injured In the wreck
was Daggagemaster Joe M. O'Brien,
who was thrown violently from his car
and it is feared suffered internal Injuries which will prove fatal. According to the report received here no one
else was Injured seriously, although
all the passengers received a severe
shaking up.
The accident occurred while the
heavy train was passing the north
switch. It Is thought that owing to the
cold weather a rail snapped when the
nglne passed over It; the baggage car
following Jumped the track, breaking
away from the engine and pulled the
rest of the train with It. The train
vas running about forty miles an hour
and ran some distance on the ties,
which gave the passengers an awful
jarring.
Traffic was delayed for about eight
ours. A stub train was made up at
Raton.
e

.

FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN

Patent Colt Shoes
Patent Calf Shoes. ..

Sorosis Shoe, worn the
world over, all styles. .$3.50

Vicl Kid Shoes

Reed's Shoes, known for
style, fit and wear. . . .$3.00

I

$2.25

Felt Slippers, plain or fur.
... G5 o $1.50
top
Kid Strap Sandals

to

$2.50

to

$4.00

$3.50
Kangaroo Shoes
$3.50
Shoes
Colt Skin
$2.25 to $2.75
Satin Calf Shoes
$1.50 to $2.00
Felt Shoes, leather sole..
$1.75
Felt 8lippers 75 to $1.50
Leather Slippers
$1.00 to $1.75

Don go a Snoes.welt made
to
Mid dressy..

$1.25

to

Box Calf Shoes

Brown's Shoes, look well,
fit better, wear best
$2.50

$1.50

$3.00

8 4.00

.$3.50

$3.00

$1.00

Children's Shoes, in Calf or Vicl Kid
Children's Felt Slippers

...60

to
to

$2.25
$1.00

LEGGINGS, OVERGAITERS AND SLIPPER SOLES
.....FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
jj
GROCERIES FOR THE HOLIDAYS
It. high grade foods,, plum puddings
richer, finer and of more exquisite
flavor than you can make yourself,
large and luscious ra'.sins, mince mat,
citron and orange peel, as well as all
kinds of relishes, olives, pickles, onions and chow chow. Our olive oil for
salads Is of exquisite flavor, pure and
fine, and our Imported cheese and
macaroni are the best that comes to
te country.

KINGMAN.

said to be one of the cleanest, brightest and funniest entertainments seen
in a long time. The farce is of Just the
build and texture that makes multitudes of laughs, and people would be
more readily laughed out of their
money than they would be willing to
have It enticed BWy by a frown or
given up for a too serious drama. This
latest farcical effusion comes to the
Colombo hall tomorrow night.
"Brown's In Town" is about a young
couple who are living in the country
under an assumed name, as the father
oi the young man will not hear of the
match, Incidentally every one they
know, the father, the wife's suitor, a
girl friend, and everybody who should
be at homes comes around and makes
thtnp3 interesting. Of ronrse it takes
a deal of prevarication to stra'ghtcn
things out and before th? auilince
knows It. the suitor of the wife la
to be her htislian.l and she Is
obliged to maintain the supposed relationship. The whole thing about the
play is "go" wh?n "Brown" gets to
running nothing can stop h'.m but
"time to go home."
pre-tondi- n

JEWELRY 8TORE GOODS GROCERY
STORE PR0FIT8.
Rogers' Bros.' 1847 Teaspoons, per
half dozen
$1.75
Rogers' Bros.' Tablespoons
8.25
Rogers Bros. 1847 Forks
2.25
Rogers' Bros. 1847 Knives
2.25
Rogers' Gravy Ladle
85
Triple Plate Candle Stick
80
Rogers' Pie Knife
1.15
Rogers' Spoon and Fork Berry set 2.50
Fine Silk-wesuspenders, sterling
1.85
silver buckles
.25
Solid Silver Thimbles
Stiver Plate Knives and Forks, set 1.50
1.25
Jewel Casket
Comb and Brush sets, 70c to
3.50
6.00
Vases from 10c to
THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor,

BELL & CO.

L.

Ready for Business....

WHO YEAR AFTER YEAR 8PEND
MONEY NEEDLESSLY ON EXPEN-

8UIT8.
SIVE
THEY THINK IT 18 HUMILIATING
WEAR
TO
CLOTHES, OR THAT THE MATERIAL, THE TAILORING AND
THE FIT IS NOT OF THE BEST.
E

READY-TO-WEA-

b

READY-MAD-

o

HAS HAD

Faultless Ready-to-WeClothing
ar

The Citizen wants are the best.
"TyrnHssnm

c

moi-nin-

CLOTHING

E

R

street.

Police Court.
In Justice Crawford's court this
Francisco Chavrs was placed under a bond of $50 to appear at court
Saturday morning, when the case of
the brick fight which occurred at the
freight depot last week between Cha
ves and a man named Ward will be
called.
Ward was struck in the head and Is
confined to his bed In a serious condition. The doctor will know tomorrow
whether the bruise on the head will
be fatal or not. However, It la thought
that Ward will be able to appear In
court Saturday.

R

ITS 8HORT COMINGS. BUT THIS IS
AN AGE OF PROGRE8SIVENE83. NO
LONGER
IS IT NECE8SARY TO
GIVE $25 to $60 FOR
GOODS. WE OFFER YOU NOW

Mexican drawnwork and other novelties at Mrs. Wilson's, bouth Second

AND BE YOU LONG OR SHORT, FAT
OR THIN, WE CAN FIT YOU
PER-FECTL-

BEFORE
SELECTING

g

HOLIDAY
GIFTS
CALL AND EXAMINE
OUR STOCK OF

Watches
Jewelry and

Christmas Night.
The "C. T. C." young men's class of
the Lead Avenue Methodist Episcopal
church have engaged the Wittlch Poly
scope company, of Denver, to give a
magnificent exhibition of moving pictures and stereoptlcon views interspersed with music from the latest
Edison phonograph records, on Christmas night at the Armijo hall, 309 West
Railroad avenue.
The views are very superior and the
moving pictures include the famous
Denver fire run, Mount Pelee, the Sign
of the Cross, some rare team runs,
panorama of Ute Pass and numerous
intensely humorous ones.
The young men offer a clean, de
lightful evening of pure pleasure.

THE MATERIAL8 ARE
OF THE 8AME HIGH QUALITY, AND
THE WORKMANSHIP IS OF HIGHEST POSSIBLE GRADE. SHOWING
SPLENDID TAILORING SKILL.

Prices are from $10 to $30 cheaper
THAN

GARMENTS.
JUST COME AROUNDWE 8HOULD LIKE TO 8HOW YOU
SOME OF THE FEATURES OF
THESE
FAULTLESu
SUITS,
SHOW YOU THE GRACEFULLY BKOAD, ROUNDING 8HOULDER8,
THE CLOSE FITTING COLLAR, THE FULLNE88 ACROSS THE
CHEST, AND ALL THE OTHER LITTLE THINGS, WHICH DEMONSTRATE THE SUPREMACY OF
CLOTHES.
MADE-TO-ORDE-

R

READY-TO-WEA-

R

Novelties

Wreck at Kingman.
Engineer Thomas Martin and Fire
man George Van Atta were instantly
7
OUR
PRICES WILL
killed by the locomotive boiler exploding on the second section of east- SUIT YOU.
bound passenger No. 8, about sixty
miles east of Kingman, Arizona.
The boiler was torn from the engine
frame and hurled a distance of 200
feet through the air. The crown sheet
was
of
boiler
blown
and
down
the
119
West Gold Avenue.
Noa. 118 and 13 Souti Second 8t
wrapped around the car trucks. The
tracks were torn up for a distance of
300 feel, and it was nearly twelve
hours before the wreckage could be
cleared away and the tracks repaired.
GENTLEMENI
The engine which met with the dis
Damage to Woolen Mills.
Call and examine our new fall samThe roof timbers of the Albuquerque
An an inducement for your trade at aster was a new engine from the Salt
ples 2300 patterns to select from.
Lake road, this being the first trip Woolen Mills were, carried away by
our place, we wilt continue our 10 per over the rails.
the strong winds which visited the Our tailoring is unexcelled. The
style, price and quality, compels
city Saturday night and Sunday morncent discount sale for cash, thus giving
Milk Consumers View.
considering the labor, .: you to be our customer.
loss,
ing.
'The
you the benefit of less expense at our Editors Citizen.
will reach about $200. Workmen are Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
Albuquerque, Dec. 11. In reading busy today replacing the timbers and ' Second Street.
new location, 222 South Second street,
the comment in this evening's Citizen gables which were blown down. It is
Opposite Postoffice.
anent the proposed 'milk ordinance,' fortunate the roof was not on, as the
the phrase, how about the consumer, entire top would no doubt have been a
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
comes very vividly to mind. While wreck. It will take tbe workmen a few
pretensions are invariable made to days to replace the timbers and probenefit the general public, no matter ceed with the work, which was pro'
what the ultimate object to be obtain gressing rapidly.
evmay
ed
be, the consumer in almost
CITY NZWS.
ery instance pays the fiddler during
MONEY TO LOAN.
Card of Thanks.
On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any the time that the would-bI
public benEuseblo Gatta and J. M.: Collombln
Look Into Klemwort'i
market on ood security; also househoVl goods efactor dances. The writer has had wish to thank the many friends who
20 Years' Experience In this City
North Third street. He has the nicest stored with me; strictly confidential. some experience with milk ordinances so kindly assisted them in their late
Highest cash price paid for household
trem me.us In Ue city.
nd has seen the effect of others; but sorrow, the death of Mrs. Gatta.
lb Mxin arawn
urk we are goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
North Second 8L
each and every instance the true
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue
showing a big ssaortment.
Albert
BOTH
Sale,
PHONES.
Pound
perceptible
been
only
has
effect
and
faber. 80S Railroad avenue.
Gentlemen i let ua taice your meas- increased cost to the consumer. Laws
One roan horse branded "U" on left
A pair of up to date shoes or slippers comes always bandy and as a ure now for a new suit Our tailoring honestly enacted and Impartially en- snoulder, weight about 600 pounds;
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency. forced are rare In any case, but most- one black colt, four white feet, no
Christmas present Is more appreciated
550 pounds. This
than anything else. Our stock of holi- The Biggest Stock, Lowest Prices and ly so when they partake of an elemo- - mark, weight about Wednesday
mornynary nature.
stock will be sold
day footwear is complete and we reEasiest Terms.
It Is said that heaven Is ornamented ing, December 17, at city hall.
spectfully Invite you to call and examEverything
THOS. McMILLIN,
ine them. ' C, May's popular priced California woolto furnish the house. with broken promises and the way to
blankets $3.50 and up. hades is paved with good intentions,
City Marshal.
shoe store, 208 West Railroad avenue. Cotton
comforters $1.50 and up. Goose
it may be said of the sanitary and
Boys' ri o's a bis assortment at M. and duck pillows, per pair, $3.00. Cob-le- r so
hygienic laws; they wear the glitterMan lei.
seat rockers $50 and up. Cane ing jewels of public protection and go
'
o
seat rockers $1.50 and up. Leather about armed with weapons to fight dis
On diamonds, watches or any good
St. Mary's New Hall
seat rockers $3.00 and up. Iron and ease, yet their past history is printed security. Great bargains in watches
.Will be opened December 18 with an
brass
in great variety of with the ink of deception and are pre- - of every description.
entertainment that everyone will en styles bedsteads
and colors and up to date pat laring to print the present with the
A. H. YANOW
joy. The best musical and specialty terns. W. V.
blood of the slain.
Futrelle Furniture Co.
209 South Second street, a few doors
talent In the city have volunteered
o
In my estimation the paramount
north of postoffice.
their services to make It a big success
CANDIE3I CANDIES! I
duty above all others of the public
everyone
will
$1
worth
and
receive
press is to protect the needy and poor
of entertainment for 60 cents. Tickets In Wholesale and Retail Lots at the
the common people and hence it is
French Bakery, 215 Railroad
on sale at ttupre's Cru; store and O.
its duty in this case first of all to see
A. Malsot's.
Avenue.
people who consume milk get
o
The French bakery, No. 215 West that the
The Pioneer Osteopath of New Mexie
'
they will have to pay for if this
what
MONUMENTS.
Railroad avenue, has
Cures by the
' Ali k'Ldt of sluice and .liable work ot fancy and staple received oodles ordinance becomes a law.
candies, and can
A MILK CONSUMER.
Price aaoucrto. shop aud yard cor' fill orders from a pound
to a ton. Be.
Her Firth street uLrt Railroad avenue fore the
ChrUtmas rush, leave your or
"Brown's In Town."
HQ. MAURINO.
All Diseases Which are Known
ders at No. 215 West Railroad avenue.
There Is but little doubt but what
Curable.
Seed your friend a box of Affidavit and they will be promptly attended Mr. Hennessy will reap a harvest with
'
Send for Osteopathic literature.
cigars for a Christmas present
to.
his farce "Brown's in Town," as it is
Consultation Free.
W. V. Wolvln, V. 1. 5.. Dental Sur
21-2- 3
Office:
geon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, Grant
r lock.
Botr. 'phones.

J

There are Some Men

W-

SIMON
STERN.
The
R. R. Ave. Clothier.

MORRIS

E. J. POST

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

HARDWARE.

.

Before purchasing that Christmas present, call and see our
nice line of

'

T. Muensterman

Undertakers
and
Embalmers

1

e

201-21-

DR. C. H. CONNER
Science of Osteopathy

Whiting Block

Presents for
SUSPENDERS

EVERITT
Albuquerque's
Leading Jeweler

PREPARED

CUTLERY.....
We are sure we can please you,
as the best at the lowest price
always pleases.

1

MONEYlOLOANl

Men and Boys

GENUINE IXL. CARV-IN8ETS, FANCY
TABLE CUTLERY,
FINE POCKET

THE DIAMOND
PALACE
Railroad Avenue

WE SOLICIT YOUR PATRONAGE

CUT GLASS
Entire Sample Line Purrchased From
Agent of Large Makers of Rich Cat Glass
We got a Big Discount and saved all
Freight Marked at Lowest Prices ever
sold in Albuquerque. We Cannot Carry it
Over the Holidays and it Must go Now
at Still Lower Prices

.S.VANN & SON.
Jewelers and Druggists

NEAR POSTOFFICE.

BOTH 'PHONES,

f

FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TRADE.

NDKERCHIEFS
SI.

ERS

WE ARE ACKOWLEDGED LEADERS IN DIAMONDS

LINE..
BATH ROB.
SMOKING

JAl

FANCY VESTS
FANCY SILK NEC.

'f

V
t

Albuquerque Hardware Company

-

HANDKL

GLOVES

If you contemplate buying Diamonds, either solitaire or in cluster, in Ring, Brooch, Earrings or Stud, we
can surely please you. Our stock is very large and very select, and you will find our prices Right. In
Watches we have the finest line in the territory Watches suitable f jr ladies or gents as low as $5.00 and
up to $200.00, but we can sell you a good, perfectly reliable gold filled watch at from $c0.00 to $15.00. Call
aud see them.
In Silverware, Tea Sets, Knives and Forks, Cut Glass, Purses, Chatelaines, and Novelties of all kinds in
You will find our prices right on these goods. We
the jewelry line we have a large and varied assortment.
have a very large line of Finger Rings and Souvenir specialties.

FANCY HOSIERY

E. L. WASHBURi

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.

herders

....EVERITT;...
THE DIAMOND PALACE

Builders' and General Hardware

HINERS
RA LROAD AVENUE

rrrxTro
1 O

1

JLL,l

wall

wedqe

AND WAGON COVERS.
AGENT8 FOR SAVAGE RIFLE 8 AND CARBINES.
120 WE 8T GOLD AVENUE. '

